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About IDSC
Since its establishment in 1985, IDSC has undergone many facelifts to cope with the changes
the Egyptian society went through. In its first phase (1985- 1999), IDSC dedicated its efforts
towards the development of Egypt's information infrastructure. The establishment of the
Ministry of Communications and Information Technology in 1999 was a turning point that
marked IDSC's role as a think tank that supports the decision-making process in various
development domains.
Since then, IDSC has adopted a vision implying that it should be distinguished in the field of
decision support in various comprehensive developmental issues, conducting a constructive
social dialogue, and enhancing communication with Egyptian citizens, who are the ultimate
goal of development. This qualifies IDSC to play a bigger role in public policy making process,
reinforce the efficiency and effectiveness of development efforts, and entrench a
knowledge-based community. In order to support every decision-maker, IDSC is continuously
striving to be one of the best think tanks at the local, regional, and international levels.
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This was accompanied by a regional and international acknowledgment of IDSC's critical role
as a think tank. IDSC won several awards like SAG Award given for the digital version of
“Egypt’s Description by Information” out of nearly 100,000 international institutions in June
2022. Among over 700 competing teams from 17 countries in the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA), IDSC won one gold award and four bronze awards as part of the Stevie Awards,
announced in April 2022. The results of the Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program (TTCSP)
of the University of Pennsylvania announced in February 2021 also revealed that IDSC was
among the best 20 think tanks in the world responding to COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 (No
specific ranking for the list is mentioned). It also ranked the 21st out of 64 think tanks globally
as the owner of the best new idea or model developed in 2020, taking into consideration that
no other Egyptian think tank was classified in this criterion.
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Climate Prospects Journal
Climate Prospects Journal is one of the scientific and applied publications issued quarterly by the
Egyptian Cabinet’s Information and Decision Support Center (IDSC). It is especially important due
to the urgent priority attached to climate action on the national and international development
agendas to safeguard human existence and safety against the repercussions of climate change and
extreme weather phenomena.
The first issue is launched in November 2022 on the sidelines of Egypt's hosting of the 27th
Conference of the Parties (COP27) of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) on November 6 in Sharm El-Sheikh. It emphasizes the keenness of IDSC -the government
think tank of the Egyptian Cabinet- on adhering to its role of supporting all decision-makers.
Climate issues are multidimensional and global, imposing their direct and indirect impacts on all
aspects of development. In an attempt to shape the present and future changes and explore their
implications on opportunities and challenges, Climate Prospects is introduced to be a new platform
for analytical insights, ideas, and initiatives. It analyzes experiences to enrich national, regional,
and international climate action.
The Journal addresses every decision-maker, including the public-policy maker and the
executive teams, public and private institutions, and the citizen who wants to
obtain trusted information. Hence, the community’s visions and knowledge will
be promoted along with a change in behaviors for a proper climate action.

The opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the
official position of IDSC.
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6-18
"We will not retreat
from our commitments
towards confronting
climate change."
Egyptian President
A b d e l Fat ta h E l- S i s i

Said during a recorded speech at the closed meeting of Heads of State and Governments on
Climate Change. This was part of the 77th session of the United Nations General Assembly.
New York, USA. September 21, 2022
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The Egyptian Government
is working on
Key tracks
We started to reduce emissions resulting from the
consumption of conventional energy from petroleum and
fossil fuels, and we are moving strongly towards the use of
natural gas and new and renewable energy.
We are also aiming at changing the quality of energy
consumed to promote the use of sources that emit less
carbon and increasing the energy generated in the same
place of consumption.

Prime Minister of Egypt
M o s ta fa M a d b o u l y

From the speech of Prime Minister, Dr. Mostafa Madbouly, in the discussion session titled,
Road from Glasgow to Sharm El-Sheikh to Confront Climate Change. It was held during the
events of the last World Youth Forum (WYF).
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commentary of Editor-in-chief
American writer and thinker Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882)
teaches us that, “Without ambition, one starts nothing. Without
work, one finishes nothing. The prize will not be sent to you. You
have to win it".
We shall complement this with the words of late creative entrepreneur and Co-founder of Apple
Steve Jobs. "People who are crazy enough to think they can change the world are the ones who do,”
he said.
Moreover, Egyptian writer and thinker Abbas Mahmoud Al-Aqqad (1889 - 1964), who is considered
one of the most important writers of the twentieth century, established a fundamental principle.
“The seeker of glory, who is born for success and eager to work, acts rather than talks. He walks all
the way to his goal; he does not count the steps nor does he overthink,” he affirmed.
In light of these immortal sayings, it is sound to say that we are in an urgent need for rational
madness to make us aspire to change the world for the better and achieve the goals of the Paris
Agreement in order to safeguard the lives of our children and grandchildren. Therefore, our
ambition should not halt at the mere desire; it must be coupled with determination, perseverance,
and the true will that we can change.
We are all required -without exclusion- to take our own steps in our war to save our Earth. We must
benefit from the numerous experiences and expertise emerging in every continent. We must
implement our plans and evaluate their results to ensure that we are on the right path to the best
end.
A new Journal is launched by the Egyptian Cabinet’s Information and Decision Support Center
(IDSC) in the month of climate action for the year 2022. It is launched on the sidelines of the 27th
Conference of the Parties (COP27) to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC), held in Sharm El-Sheikh. We hope that the publication would be a vital platform
for every innovative idea on climate action and become the best weapon to the armies of citizens
and decision-makers in the war against climate change.
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It is no wonder that we are hopeful
and quite certain that we will win the prize
at the end of the road, so we can pursue a
new, brighter, and more prosperous path.

By. Editor-in-Chief
Dr. Rasha Moustafa Awad
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A comprehensive vision should aim at
protecting the life of the citizen
against not only threats from climate
crises but also the timeworn enemies
of humankind: hunger and poverty.
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Egypt is hosting the United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP27) in November
2022. The African hosting of the COP is an opportunity to rethink climate priorities, voice
the demands of the developing world, and —most importantly— turn climate pledges into
implementation.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) annual reports paint a stark picture of the
impacts climate change has on our planet, our lives and that of future generations. But, they also
direct our attention to the great injustice that characterizes the climate crisis. Both historical and
contemporaneous statistics show us how climate change is primarily a developed countries’
originated externality which is paid for by citizens of the planet, whether poor or rich. This can be
clearly illustrated through figures of greenhouse gas emissions of different countries and regions
around the globe. For instance, Africa is the source of only 3% of the world’s total emissions, while
the United States, with a population size roughly a quarter of the African population, emits 12.5%
of the global total.
This teaches us that finding a just and sustainable solution to the climate crisis requires immediate
implementation of mitigation and adaptation action while tackling injustice. It is not easy, nor
straightforward, to balance these two aspects. Below, I list five climate action priorities, which
collectively aim at such a critical balance.
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The first priority is to adopt a holistic approach to climate change. This means abstaining from a
reductionist approach, which minimizes climate action to simply mitigation, and from mitigation to
decarbonization. While these are central elements of the solution, we must not forget the bigger
picture. Finance, adaptation, loss, and damage are at least as critical as mitigation. Further, from
the perspective of developing nations, a more comprehensive agenda for sustainable development
is as existential and as important as climate action itself. It is not realistic to call for climate action
without considering the whole context of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which address
poverty and hunger, employment, and women empowerment.
The responsibility of developed nations to lead the way in terms of climate action and green
technology is indisputable. Nobel laureate economist Michael Spence argues that advanced
countries should lead the climate action way with technology and a global strategy to reduce the
carbon intensity of their economies. This would lay the groundwork for developing economies to
follow a sustainable path as they graduate to higher income levels. In this context, I argue, in turn,
that the second priority must be to shift from more pledges and promises into actual
implementation and climate investments.
Thirteen years ago, at the United Nations Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen (COP15), rich
nations promised to channel USD 100 billion a year to less wealthy nations by 2020 to help them
adapt to climate change and mitigate further rises in temperature. While finance mobilization has
been rising slowly since the Paris agreement in 2015, total numbers have been well below the
promised sum, which is by itself too low compared to the actual financing needs of the developing
nations or if measured as a percentage of the global output (0.12% of global GDP). Developed
nations admit that such a lack of fulfillment exists and that this effectively undermines the trust
between rich and poor countries. For COP27 to be indeed the ‘Implementation COP’, action must be
taken, such finance is mobilized, promising ideas are projectized, and existing initiatives are
replicated and scaledup.
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The third climate action priority is regionalization. Climate action thrives on cooperation,
coordination, and mutual understanding. Regional coworking ensures that climate policy actions are
technically, economically, socially, and politically feasible. It is also a necessary condition for the
much-needed just transition, which is achieved by adequately considering regional socio-economic
challenges and geopolitical specifications. Regionalizing climate action is, therefore, an excellent
mechanism for sharing experience and expertise, developing regionally tailored goals, and avoiding
disparities and tensions.
Regionalization takes us to localization, which is the fourth priority. Considering heterogeneity
among —and also within countries— is crucial for achieving a just transition. Local demographic
characteristics —such as income, education, health, as well as environmental characteristics— are
key determinants of suitable climate action paths. This argues for a bigger role for local players,
private ones (e.g., businesses and communities) or public ones (e.g., cities and governorates) in the
climate agenda, which is a key focus of my work this year with the Marrakech Partnership.
The fifth priority is finance, without which none of the above would be possible. Currently, debt is
the main instrument used for climate finance in developing countries. This is neither sustainable
nor fair. We need to see more investments and concessional financing, especially for developing
economies that have reached —even surpassed— their debt limits. According to the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), 60 percent of low-income countries are now at a high risk of, or already in,
debt distress. This calls for financing resilience in the world’s most vulnerable countries without
adding to their debt. This further calls for innovation in finance instruments, blending of climate
finance, and establishment of international carbon markets.
Finally, the battle against climate change need not be in conflict with the developmental needs of
the developing countries. Indeed, the latest IPCC report states that climate financing should be
additional to, not at the cost of, the SDGs. A comprehensive vision should aim at protecting the life
of the citizen against not only threats from climate crises but also the timeworn enemies of
humankind: hunger and poverty.
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From Glasgow to
Sharm El-Sheikh
Mr. Nigel Topping
UN Climate Change High-level
Champion of the United Kingdom
United Nations
Representative to the
Conference of the
Parties to the United
Nations Framework
Convention on Climate
Change (COP26)

Building a global
community of climate
champions to halve
emissions by 2030.
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At COP26 in Glasgow,
the nations of the world signaled a real sense of urgency to tackle the climate crisis
—upping their commitment to focus on the scientifically determined need to reduce
emissions by 45% by 2030 in order to avoid the worst climate impacts— and reconfirm
their commitment to take measures to build resiliency and to ensure finance flows at a
wide scale.
For the first time, there was a huge involvement of non-state actors -the cities, regions,
businesses, and financial enterprises who also have a key role to play. Their involvement
has been coordinated since Paris by the two High-Level Climate Action Champions working
with hundreds of partners in the Marrakech Partnership. The champion’s role was
conceived by a large group of vulnerable countries in the run-up to COP21 in Paris,
particularly the Small Island Developing States (SIDS), and formally created in the Paris
Agreement. With a remit to mobilise non-state actors to drive ambition and accelerate
action across the three pillars of the Paris Agreement [mitigation to reach net zero
emissions, adaptation to build a resilient world, and finance to pay for all of this], the first
two champions created the movement known as the Marrakech Partnership at the last COP
to be held on African soil in Marrakech in 2016.
This work is organised into three bold campaigns - the Race to Resilience, Race to Zero,
and Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero (GFANZ).
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All 3 campaigns are focused on accelerating the short-term actions needed to help countries be on
track to meet the Paris Agreement goals by 2030. The Race to Resilience focuses on the actions
needed to enhance the resilience of the 4 billion most vulnerable citizens, particularly those living
on coasts, smallholder farmers and inhabitants of informal settlements in the world's cities.
The Race to Zero has over 10,000 cities, financial institutions, universities and companies all
committed to working on their full value chain emissions to reach net zero as fast as possible and
by 2050 maximum. They are also determined to play their part in halving global emissions by 2050
[a little bit more ambitious than the Glasgow Pact for countries, but it is a leadership race after
all!]. All members of the race set science-based targets and commit to publishing progress each
year in order to ensure accountability.
And to help guide the different tracks of the race, the Marrakech Partnership has published a set of
1.5-degree pathways, outlining the key actions from all actors in the complex system that shapes
each sector of the economy. To simplify these pathways and give a clear easy-to-understand focus
on implementation, the champions launched the 2030 Breakthroughs: clear goals for the
deployment of each of the solutions needed to be on track. For example, we know that we need to
see at least 10% of aviation fuel coming from sustainable sources and that we need to see 100
green steel plants operating by 2030. These clear goals allow everyone involved in the relevant
value chain to understand their role and play their part. They also allow us to track progress—
something the champions have been asked to do along with the IEA and IRENA, as countries came
together in Glasgow to commit to these breakthrough goals as well.
On the road to COP27, the champions will extend this successful structure to launch the Resilience
goals. Once again, they are clear measurable targets of what we must achieve by 2030 for example
in terms of energy access, clean cooking stoves, restoration of degraded land, and replantation of
mangroves.
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GFANZ is working on turning the USD 130 trillion of assets managed by its members [who have all
joined the Race to Zero and are setting and publishing their science-based targets right now] into
flows to finance projects. One particular focus is the need to increase flows of private finance in
emerging and developing economies. Research shows that we need to mobilise approximately
USD 2 trillion of additional finance per year by 2030 [in EMDE excluding China]. Much of that sum
[approximately 70%] must come from private finance sources. In addition to multilateral and bilateral
funds being committed, those scarce funds need to be blended with significant domestic resources
[green bonds, pension funds, local savings] and the right enabling policies to crowd in a lot of private
finance. To help drive this, the champions, along with the COP27 presidency and UN regional economic
commissions, have run a series of regional finance roundtables to bring project originators and private
finance providers together to problem-solve how to structure projects to make them investable. This
has produced a significant pipeline of projects, the best of which will be presented at COP27.
Finally, COP27 sees the start of the Global Stock Take, a process defined by the Paris Agreement to take
stock of progress and point the way forward. The champions are working hard to support the UN
process with information on what is already afoot and what can be scaled up. The clarity of the 2030
Breakthroughs and the nature of technological change reflect cautious optimism although the world is
still woefully off course. We have seen in recent years evidence of the exponential reduction in costs
and increase in deployment volumes of one technology after another -wind and solar power
generation, battery storage, EVs, green hydrogen, green steel, green shipping, and green aviation. We
now need to see the same level of focus on adaptation and resilience and on finding the investment
case for all needed solutions —this will require radical collaboration between national governments,
local governments, business and finance. The prize is huge -as renowned climate economist Nick Stern
reminds us. Building a just transition to a resilient zero carbon economy is the only growth story of the
21st century. As the numbers of young leaders, businesses, banks, universities and cities committed to
this transition itself grow exponentially, we are poised to see at COP27 evidence that we have entered
the age of implementation at last.
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how humans
changed the earth
An increase of 1.5 degrees since pre-industrial times is melting virtually every glacier, collapsing
Arctic sea ice, causing record droughts and extreme weather, and leading to food instability. What
will a projected 6 degrees do? (New York Times, 9/28/15)
"NY State Awards $175 Million to
Renewable Energy Projects"
Nia Hamm, Public News Service

"Researchers confirm that bumblebees are in
steep decline at a continental scale because of
climate change."
Joshua E. Brown, UVM Today

"Five million deaths occur each year from air pollution, hunger and disease as a result of climate
change and carbon-intensive economies, and that toll would likely rise to six million a year by 2030
if current patterns of fossil fuel use continue."
Nina Chestney, Reuters

Source: climate change awareness and action, “Infographic Poster: How human change the earth.”
(Accessed: November 1, 2022).
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"The California Assembly passed a bill Wednesday that prompts the state's public employee pension
funds to divest from coal."
Kate Valentine, ThinkProgress
*...global temperatures in July had been the hottest for any month since record. Heat waves on
several continents this summer have killed thousands of people."
Justin Gills, New York Times
"Nine Fortune 500 companies announced plans to switch to sourcing 100% renewable energy,
joining a growing group of corporations recognizing the risks of climate change."
Justin Worland. Time Magazine
"The U.S. government just made its largest renewable energy purchase to date. The U.S. Navy has
invested in the Mesquite Solar farm in sun-rich Arizona that is anticipated to make it the world's
largest solar farm.“
Joseph Erbentraut, The Huffington Post
"General Mills Warns Climate Change Will Lead To Global Food Shortages."
Jo Confino, The Huffington Post
"Alabama Students Will Finally Be Required To Learn About Climate Change and Evolution"
Nick Visser. The Huffington Post
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Building
Decarbonization:
Imperative Goal
The paper adopts the issue of decarbonizing
buildings —as a fundamental source of global
warming— in light of the construction boom
that the country is currently witnessing.

Dr. Rasha Moustafa Awad
Public Policy Advisor to IDSC
Chairman- Information and Decision
Support Center (IDSC)

Abstract

Former Executive Director of the Egyptian Cabinet’s Information
and Decision Support Center with more than 25-year experience
in public policy making, covering many development issues in
Egypt and the Arab region. She holds a Ph.D. in Economics from
the Faculty of Economics and Political Science at Cairo
University.

The buildings where we live, learn, work, and have fun account for roughly 47% of carbon dioxide
emissions. It is an essential source of the rising temperature and global warming that caused
climate change and its extreme events witnessed worldwide. Since buildings are an inherent
reason for this, fulfilling the goals of the Paris Agreement, signed in 2015, inevitably requires
addressing this deeply rooted cause; otherwise, humanity will not realize its aspirations.
Therefore, this paper tackles the issue of building decarbonization starting with the "Building
Paradox" to emphasize that there is no contradiction between the developmental role of buildings
and the urgent need to curb their emissions. This promotes the achievement of many of the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 2030. The paper then discusses the definition of building
decarbonization and the guiding criteria that can be agreed upon to accomplish that task.
The paper provides a frame of reference for a vision entailing that all new buildings would be
carbon neutral by 2030, and all existing buildings would be carbon-free by 2050. This vision should
be translated into a structure for the proposed ecosystem to be the nucleus of integrated and
consistent action plans.
13
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To shed light on many already available solutions and mechanisms, the paper touches on several
building rating systems that can be relied upon to assess their performance and plan their
decarbonization pathways.
Finally, the paper calls for the adoption of a comprehensive approach to decarbonization. Its prime
catalyst should be the actual and ethical commitment of all human beings —whatever their role in
life is— to combat building carbonization. Humans’ desire has to be transformed into a system for
managing the desired change: time is running out, and the pace of the harsh climate is
accelerating.
Nationally, in light of the launch of Egypt's National Climate Change Strategy 2050, the paper
proposes formulating a separate national strategy for building decarbonization. It should be guided
by the proposed frame of reference along with determining climate targets for buildings and
forming a detailed action plan according to a participatory approach with all stakeholders. It is vital
to engage in international indices related to the sustainability and carbon neutralization of
buildings while considering the localization of some nationwide.

"Green construction is not about
buildings; it is about people."
Sandy Wiggins – Principal of a national consultancy with a
mission to build environmentally, socially, and economically
sustainable buildings and communities and Founding Chair of
the Green Building Certification Institute

Keywords: Decarbonization – Building Paradox – Building Environment – Buildings Rating System –
Paris Agreement.
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Introduction
The Earth groans as its temperature has risen by 1.1 degrees Celsius, compared to its average
temperature between 1850 and 1900. This rate is the highest in 125,000 years, i.e. since the period
prior to the last ice age. One recent report suggests that if greenhouse gas emissions continue at
an average rate –not much different from the current–, the Earth's temperature will rise between
2.1 and 3.5 degrees Celsius.
It is indisputable that this rate is much higher than the pledges of countries in the Paris
Agreement in 2015; they committed to a rise not above 1.5-2.0 degrees Celsius (Tollefson, 2021).1
This requires halving greenhouse gas emissions until 2030 and achieving carbon neutrality by
reaching net zero carbon emissions by 2050.
As shown in Figure (1), which depicts the actual annual change in surface temperature over the
past 170 years (the black line), it turns out that humans are the ones who caused global warming.
The results suggest that the actual change, caused by natural factors only (green line) and its
predicted potential range (shaded area), are within safe limits. This mainly implies solar and
volcanic activity and green spaces. In contrast, actual changes, caused by humans and natural
factors, have registered an increasing pace —especially in recent years— as a result of human
activities.
Figure 1
Evolution of the average annual change in the recorded surface temperature of the Earth and the predicted
area according to natural factors only and natural and human factors during the period (1850 – 2020)
(° C)
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
5. -

1850

1900
Simulated natural only
(solar & volcanic)

1950

2000

Simulated human& natural

observed

2020

Source: Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Climate Change 2021: The Physical Science Basis, IPCC Sixth
Assessment Report, August 6, 2021.
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This was accompanied by steady annual increases in CO2 emissions in the atmosphere. It reached a
new record in 2021 of 414.72 parts per million (PPM), as shown in Figure 2. This is mostly due to the
use of fossil fuels (coal, oil, and gas) in energy production. The annual emissions from burning fossil
fuels rose from 3 billion tons of carbon per year on average during the 1960s to roughly 9.5 billion
tons of carbon in 2021. This raised the amount of CO2 emissions from 11 billion tons to 35 billion
tons during the same period (Rebecca, 2021).2
Figure

2

Evolution of carbon dioxide emissions in the atmosphere during the period (1960-2021)

Amount of carbon dioxide (Parts per million)
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Source: Lindsey, Rebecca, Climate Change: Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide, Climate.Gov, June 23, 2022,
https://bit.ly/3ybXZYm

For further analysis, statistics show that building environments generated nearly half of
these carbon emissions globally in 2020 (47%), as shown in Figure (3). Building operation is
responsible for 27% of total carbon emissions (17% from residential buildings and 10% from
non-residential buildings), while the other 20% are generated from construction activities
and building materials (concrete, steel, and aluminum). These emissions were due to the
consumption of 43% of total global energy (UNEP and Global ABC, 2021).3
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Figure

3

Buildings and construction’s share of global final energy and energy-related CO2 emissions, 2020
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Source: United Nations Environment Programme and Global Alliance for Buildings and Construction, 2021 Global
Status for Buildings and Construction, https://globalabc.org/our-work/tracking-progress-global-status-report

Given the large relative share of the building sector in carbon emissions, it is considered a priority
to exert efforts for its carbon neutralization midst a race to achieve the goals of the Paris
Agreement. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the International Energy Agency (IEA)
recently confirmed that buildings could be cleared of about 87% of greenhouse gas emissions by
2050 through localizing already existing technologies that would enhance energy efficiency and
boost reliance on clean energy.
However, the reality presents facts opposing the focus on that priority –despite the launch of
several related initiatives– if the effort and returns achieved are compared to other sectors such as
electric vehicles (EVs). It is estimated that fewer than 1% of buildings are zero-carbon today.4 Thus,
it can be said that progress in this path suffers from a stubborn stagnation and a major obstacle in
developing and developed countries alike.
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This may be due, in part, to the discrepancies seen in buildings targeted for building
decarbonization. They vary: residential, administrative, commercial, industrial, small, medium and
large-scale. They are constructed with diverse building materials and are located in different
climatic environments. The compatibility requirements of existing buildings with carbon neutrality
are different from those of the new buildings targeted to be constructed.5 However, this is not an
acceptable justification, but it demonstrates the vitality of adopting rapid transformations in the
current and future landscapes of the building sector.
Therefore, the paper presents a major problem: "How can building decarbonization be carried out
at an accelerated pace to enhance the trajectory of the Paris Agreement?" To achieve this, the
researcher aspires to put forward a strategic framework as a contribution with a package of policy
tools that can be adopted. The paper is divided into five main sections other than the introduction.
The first section deals with the Building Paradox and decarbonization. The second section explains
the importance and targets of building decarbonization. The third section puts forward a roadmap
for buildings in 2050 and their enforcement mechanisms, while the fourth section deals with
building rating systems as a model for legislative interventions. Lastly, the fifth section offers
concluding observations.
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Building Paradox and Decarbonization
The starting point is to acknowledge that the notion of building decarbonization does not hinder
but rather reinforces the path of development; it is the optimal path to deal with the so-called
"Building Paradox". It involves two main non-opposites. Each of which supports a rational argument
and an inherent logic if it is dealt with alone although —at first glance— it seems that they do not
line with each other.
On one hand, buildings play a key role in the lives of the world's peoples and countries. Therefore,
they are striving to build more, which means that more than 70% of the world's wealth are in the
form of land and buildings. The construction industry represents one of the largest economic
sectors in the world. This is mainly due to the following:

 The building sector is one of the most sectors pursued by humans, and it is the most impactful
when it comes to the health and well-being of individuals. Everyone lives, works, and has fun in
buildings around the clock.

 The building and construction sector realizes one of the basic human needs. It provides housing
as well as educational and recreational buildings and facilities to communities.

 Buildings contribute to improving the quality of life and creating a more prosperous future, as
they provide a more competitive environment for business and administrative activities,
promote economic activity, and create more jobs.

 In light of the multiple interrelationships with many other economic activities, the building
sector can be considered one of the leading economic sectors. It stimulates many economic
activities across a diverse and complex supply chain.

 Through their outstanding architectural designs, buildings are also an expression and symbol of
community culture.
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On the other hand, the second end of the paradox reflects the heavy use of energy by the building
sector and the accompanying greenhouse gas emissions as illustrated in Figure (3). It accelerates
the pace of climate change. Remarkably, nearly two-thirds of the existing buildings worldwide will
last beyond 2040. In addition, the area of buildings is expected to double by 2060 to accommodate
the growing wave of urban growth at the international level, adding 230 billion m2 in this duration.
In other words, buildings on the planet's surface equivalent to the size of the American city of New
York are expected to be established every month until 2060 (Architecture 2030, 2022).6
Therefore, it is imperative to reduce the carbon emissions caused by existing buildings on a large
scale so that the world can reach the goals of the Paris Agreement. Notably, the majority of the
world's countries are far from the ambitious goals. According to the findings of the Climate Action
Tracker (CAT), there is no country compatible with the goals of the Paris Agreement to date
(October 2022), as shown in Figure (4).
Figure

4

Climate Action Tracker: Efficiency of climate action to meet the goals of the Paris Agreement globally
(October 2022)

CRITICALLY
INSUFFICIENT

HIGHLY INSUFFICIENT

INSUFFICIENT

ALMOST SUFFICIENT

1.5°C PARIS AGREEMENT
COMPATIBLE

Source: Climate Action Tracker, October 2022, https://climateactiontracker.org/countries/
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This comes in the light of the findings of numerous studies confirming the capabilities of the vital
building sector, foremost among which is the study issued by the United Nations Global Compact
team in cooperation with the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) in April (2018), titled
"Fostering the Implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals in Land, Construction, Real
Estate and Infrastructure – Making the Sustainable Development Goals a Reality".7 The main
objective of this study was to demonstrate the impact of this sector on accomplishing these goals.
Table 1
Impact of the building and construction sector on the implementation of the Sustainable Development
Goals
Goal 3: Good health and Well-Being
Green buildings are healthy buildings. People spend 85%-95% of their time indoors; therefore,
they reflect positively on their health and well-being.
Goal 6: Clean Water and Sanitation
Best practices for sustainable building and green buildings as well as the viability of associated
waste management systems, contribute to saving water.
Goal 7: Affordable and Clean Energy
Various new technologies are likely to reduce at least 20% of energy use in buildings.
Goal 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth
Green building promotes economic growth and employment, as it is a labor-intensive driving
sector at every stage of a building's life cycle.
Goal 9: Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure
The building industry is one of the largest in the world, and green buildings are likely to be a
catalyst for innovation for decades to come. This is in addition to the importance of green
building for other industries.
Goal 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities
Green buildings are at the heart of sustainable cities and communities that fight climate change
and promote rapid urban growth.
Goal 12: Responsible Consumption and Production
Green buildings are based on the principles of a circular economy, which helps in preserving
resources. They are also more resilient and robust, which qualifies them to stay in good condition
for decades.
Goal 13: Climate Action
Green buildings are an integral part of tackling climate change due to the high relative share of
buildings in energy consumption and carbon emissions.
Goal 15: Life on Land
Green buildings can be used to protect forests, preserve water resources, and promote
biodiversity, especially since they rely on sustainable materials that respect the environment
surrounding the building.
Goal 17: Partnerships for the Goals
Green buildings contribute to the establishment of strong and global partnerships to achieve the
Sustainable Development Goals, for example, the Global Alliance for Building and Construction.
Source: The researcher developed the content according to a number of sources
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For example, the pattern of planning, designing, and uses of buildings and building materials
are key determinants of greenhouse gas emissions. The efficiency and effectiveness of the said will
reflect positively on the availability of affordable clean energy, the establishment of sustainable
cities and communities, the promotion of responsible consumption and production, and the
mitigation of climate change. This contributes to the achievement of SDG7, SDG11, SDG12, and
SDG13.

Targets for Building Decarbonization
After acknowledging the necessity of building decarbonization, it seems important to define it
explicitly. Remarkably, the beginning of this path preceded the 2015 Paris Agreement. In the 1980s,
green architecture gained a great momentum as an approach to reducing the negative effects of
structures built on the surrounding environment. It is a philosophy that relies on the environment
as an inspiration to build spaces that keep humans healthy and have a low environmental impact,
while being adaptable to the surrounding environment.

Thus, the term "Green Buildings" emerged; the greenness of buildings implies a
contribution to reducing the negative footprint that buildings leave on the natural
environment. An example of this type of architecture is the Vertical Forest in Milan: it is
a model for urban environmental diversity. The building is home to thousands of shrubs
planted on all its floors to absorb carbon dioxide emissions from the building's operation
(Wood, 2022).8
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Underscoring this trend, the U.S. Green Business Council (USGBC) was founded to be a milestone in
green architecture. The Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) program was also
launched to become the most widely used green building rating system internationally. It is worth
mentioning that the projects certified by this program (buildings, facilities, cities, etc.) save money,
increase the efficiency of use, reduce carbon emissions, and create healthier places for individuals.
They achieve environmental, social, and governance (ESG) goals (USGBC, 2022), as Box 1 explains.9
Box 1
The Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Program

Platinum

80+ points earned

Gold

60-79 points earned

Silver

50-59 points earned

Certified

40-49 points earned

LEED-certified projects save money, improve efficiency, reduce carbon emissions, make buildings a
healthier environment for people, and are an important part of tackling climate change and achieving ESG
Goals, enhancing resilience, and supporting communities to be fairer.
A qualified project earns points by meeting key requirements related to carbon, energy, water, waste,
transportation, building materials, health, and the quality of the building's indoor environment. Projects
go through a process of verification and review by GBCI and are awarded points corresponding to their
certification level: Certified (40-49 points), Silver (50-59 points), Gold (60-79 points), and Platinum (80
points or higher).
Source: USGBC, LEED rating system, October 24, 2022, https://www.usgbc.org/leed

This was also accompanied by the introduction of the term "Sustainable Buildings", reflecting the
placement of the notion of "sustainability" at the core of all stages of a building's life: planning,
design and construction, operation, and finally modernization and/or demolition. All these stages
involve environmentally-responsible and resource-saving practices so that their environment
becomes healthy, comfortable, and productive for a relatively long period of time, without
affecting the surrounding environment. In this context, the Global Sustainable Buildings Index
(GSBI) was commenced by Baker & McKenzie; it ranks countries as into four categories according to
their performance in the sustainability of their buildings. GSBI involves nine criteria, the data of
which are provided via an assessment survey: Green Certification, Energy Performance Certificates
and Minimum Energy Standards, Incentives for Green Retrofit, CO2 and Energy Targets, Renewable
Energy, Regulation, Financing, Planning, and Green Leases. According to the results of the Index
released in August 2022, which covers 16 countries, Germany ranks first as shown in Table (2), while
the United Arab Emirates –the only Arab country included in the Index– came next to last.
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Later, the terms "Building Decarbonization" and "Net Zero Carbon Building " began to
circulate. They are buildings that emit carbon dioxide emissions on an annual basis equal
to zero, or a negative value, including:10

 Operational carbon: It is associated with the energy used to operate the building after its
construction is completed, such as heating, cooling, water heating, lighting, elevators, and
electrical appliances.

 Carbon included in the building: It refers to the related building materials, construction
process, target, and disposal of rubble.
Table 2

Renewable Energy

Regulation

Financing

Planning

Green Leases

Total

Rank

Germany

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

12

1

United
Kingdom

2

1

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

13

2

Netherlands

2

1

1

1

2

2

1

2

2

14

3

France

2

1

2

1

1

2

2

2

2

15

4

Italy

2

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

4

15

4

Belgium

2

1

1

1

3

2

2

2

2

16

5

UAE

2

4

4

3

3

4

4

4

4

32

15

State

Green Certification

CO2 and Energy Targets

Energy Performance
Certificates and Minimum
Energy Standards
Incentives for Green
Retrofit

Global Sustainable Building Index in selected countries

Category

First

Second

Fourth

Source: Baker & McKenzie, Global Sustainable Buildings Index 2nd Edition
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In light of the Paris Agreement, CAT and others
have designed a number of benchmarks for the
building sector to decarbonize it to bring about
consensus on its climate targets, which are as
follows:11

 Reducing the intensity of emissions from
building use (Kg of CO2/m²) compared to
2015 levels by 90-95% by 2040, and 95-100% by
2050.

 By 2030, reducing the energy of building
operations in major countries and regions by
20-30% in residential buildings and 10-30% in
commercial buildings, compared to 2015.

 Making all new buildings carbon-neutral
buildings from now, which also means no
expansion of infrastructure networks to deliver
fossil fuels to buildings, such as gas networks.

 Re-equipping 2.5-3.5% of the balance of existing
buildings annually so that they do not produce
any emissions by 2050.
In an effort to translate these targets into a
roadmap for the complete decarbonization of
buildings across their life cycle, the Global Alliance
for Buildings and Constructions (GABC) has
released the Roadmap for Buildings and
Construction 2020-2050. More than 700
stakeholders and building experts around the
world participated in identifying eight key action
pillars, summarized in table 3: urban planning, new
buildings, existing buildings, construction
processes, building devices and systems, materials,
resilience, and clean energy.12
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Table 3
Global Sustainable Building Index in selected countries

Pillar

Current Status (2020)

Recommended actions

Urban
planning

Urban planning decisions and
strategies not integrated
across themes

New
buildings

Most construction occurring in
places with no codes for
mandatory minimum energy
performance

Existing
buildings

Performance of existing
buildings generally unknown,
few energy driven retrofits

Accelerate action on building retrofits
Develop and implement decarbonization strategies for
refurbishment and retrofit, increase renovation rates
and depth, encourage investment

Building
operations

Minimal use of tools for energy
performance, disclosure and
management

Facilitate maintenance and building management
Sustained adoption of energy performance tools,
systems and standards enabling evaluation, monitoring,
energy management and improved operations

Appliances and
systems

Average efficiency of appliance
and systems much lower than
best available technology

Stimulate demand for energy efficient appliances
Further develop, enforce and strengthen minimum
energy performance requirements, prioritise energy
efficiency in public procurement

Materials

High embodied carbon of
materials, low awareness of
impact and options, little data
and information

Promote the use of low carbon materials
Develop embodied carbon databases, raise awareness
and promote material efficiency, accelerate efficiency
in manufacturing to reduce embodied carbon over
whole life cycle

Resilience

Some planning strategies for
natural disasters, but not
widespread

Build-in resilience for buildings and communities
Develop integrated risk assessment and resilience
strategies to ensure adaptation of existing buildings
and integrate resilience into new construction

Clean
energy

Significant use of fossil fuels;
39% population no access to
clean cooking, 11% no access to
electricity

Accelerate the decarbonization of electricity and
heat Develop clear regulatory frameworks, provide
adequate financial incentives, encourage on-site
renewable energy or green power procurement,
accelerate access to electricity and clean cooking

Prioritise integration in rapidly expanding cities
Integrate energy efficiency in urban planning policies,
develop national and local urban plans and ensure
collaboration among national and subnational levels
and across themes
Prioritise high efficiency standards Develop
decarbonization strategies, implement mandatory
building energy codes, incentivise high performance

Source: Global Alliance for Buildings and Construction, GlobalABC Roadmap for Buildings and Construction 2020 –
2050, July 5, 2020.
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Enforcement of Building Roadmap 2050
Total 193 countries have issued the Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs)13, a
climate action plan to mitigate emissions and adapt to the impacts of climate change.
132 of which have explicitly mentioned reducing carbon emissions in the building sector.
These countries will certainly benefit from the Building Decarbonization Roadmap as an
integrated vision and common ground for buildings in 2050. That vision should be
transformed into an action plan for an integrated ecosystem, bringing together all
stakeholders and coordinating targeted measures and actions within a holistic
ecosystem.
In order to accomplish the hoped-for task, CAT has designed a pilot model for this ecosystem,
showing the main actors within, as illustrated in Figure (6).14 To begin with, government
administration —including national, regional, and local governments— plays a pivotal role in
decarbonizing the building industry through its policy tools to influence the behaviors of all actors
so that the desired transformation can be enforced. It shall:

 Set clear, specific, and ambitious targets, accompanied by detailed action plans with a
framework for the governance of results.

 Design a package of interventions and initiatives concerned with the establishment of the
governing legislative framework and motivate all actors.

 Provide the necessary services to facilitate the transformation process, while building capacity
and raising community awareness, in addition to ensuring the flow of necessary information and
knowledge.
For instance, Charlotte –North Carolina's largest city– was chosen by the Husqvarna Urban Green
Space Index (HUGSI) to be the Global Green Model of 2020, out of 155 cities in 60 countries. It
began its journey in June 2018, when the City Council passed "Charlotte's Sustainable and Resilient
Resolution 2030". To this end, two clear objectives were announced:15
Goal I (phased): By 2030, all city facilities and vehicles will shift to 100% carbon-free sources.
Goal II (final): The entire city shall become a low-carbon city by 2050 through reducing greenhouse
gas emissions to less than 2 tons of carbon dioxide equivalent/person annually.
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To accomplish this, the Strategic Action Plan on Energy, designed by the Sustainability Team
formed for this purpose, was developed with the participation of all stakeholders. Charlotte did not
count on laws and regulations to promote its path toward carbon neutrality but focused more on
public-private partnerships and investments in economic growth and sustainability initiatives.
Figure 5
The main actors within the ecosystem to decarbonize buildings

Source: Climate Action Tracker, Decarbonising Buildings: Achieving Zero Carbon Heating and Cooling, March 2022,
https://bit.ly/3D5zuhr
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In addition, relevant associations, institutions, and alliances are an integral part of the
institutional structure of the ecosystem concerned with the carbon neutralization of
buildings. The Building Decarbonization Coalition is a model that unites stakeholders in
the building industry, clean energy providers, other organizations, and local
governments. The Coalition is based on raising awareness of modern clean technologies.
Good practices inspire consumers by raising their awareness to recognize the benefits of
shifting to buildings that are fully managed through clean energy. This is in addition to
engaging in relevant public policymaking and conducting the necessary research to meet
challenges and seize opportunities.16
Furthermore, participants in the building environment play a key role; they can imbue carbon
neutrality on the supply chains of the buildings relevant to them. In this regard, many relevant
supporting efforts and initiatives can be identified. For instance, the Net-Zero Asset Owner
Alliance, founded by an international group of institutional investors whose investments amount to
approximately USD 4 trillion in real estate assets, involves their commitment to transform their
investment portfolios into ones of net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.
In addition, the UN Secretary-General launched the Zero Carbon Buildings for All Initiative during
the 2019 Climate Action Summit in New York City to unite leaders across different sectors in a
strong international alliance to decarbonize the building sector and achieve climate goals. The
initiative involves securing commitments from both sides:17

 Leaders at the national and local levels to develop and implement supportive policies to
decarbonize all new buildings by 2030 and all existing buildings by 2050.

 Financial and industry partners to provide expert input and change the market by 2030.
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Responsibility also lies on the owners and tenants of buildings, whatever their quality. An example
of the efforts seen in this context is the Tesco Group. It is an international company headquartered
in the UK, which operates in the catering industry and major retailers. On February 2, 2010, Tesco,
which generates about 4 million tons of carbon annually, opened its first carbon-free store as part
of its efforts to become a carbon-free company by 2050. The store was framed with wood instead
of steel, relying on natural light and solar pipes to lower the cost of lighting.18
In addition, the company also established a combined heating and energy plant powered by
biofuels. It provides electricity surplus for the national grid. As for food preservation refrigerators,
their doors were replaced with energy-efficient ones along with replacing harmful refrigerants.
Although these modifications to the building have increased the cost of equipping the store by
about 30%, they have saved 50% of the total energy consumed.

Buildings Rating Systems as Model
Speaking of governmental interventions to reach building decarbonization, one can consider one
of the main interventions that is commonly used as part of the legislative tools internationally. It is
the Certification System to Rate Buildings. In November 2021, there were 80 countries that
imposed Building Energy Codes (BECs) obligatorily or voluntarily at the national and sub-national
levels as Figure 7 illustrates. Only 43 countries imposed obligatory codes on all buildings, whether
residential or non-residential.19 Worthy to note, building codes can be classified into two categories
according to their targeted scope:20
The first category includes prescriptive standards that stipulate standards of manufacturing each
component or material part of the building.
The second category entails performance standards through focusing on certain features to be
met in the building such as illuminance, airflow rates, and energy efficiency.
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Figure 6
Status of Applying Building Energy Codes Across the World (2021)

Source: Global Alliance for Buildings and Construction, 2021 Global Report for Buildings and Construction: Towards a
zero-emissions, efficient and resilient buildings, 2021,

Lithuania is a model for countries that apply an obligatory code on most buildings according to
performance standards. Notaries are responsible for issuing a Certification of Buildings Energy
Performance as per an evaluation of thermal energy consumption in order to determine energy
efficiency (A++, A+, A, B, C, D, E, F, G) valid for 10 years.21
Notably, the construction law in Lithuania explicitly stipulates, in Article 51, that issuing the
Certification of Energy Performance is obligatory in the following cases:22

 Completing the construction of new buildings —or parts of them, where the ratification of
building energy performance after construction is needed before offering to the public.

 Completing the renovation or restoration of buildings or parts of them.
 Selling or leasing buildings —or parts of them, as real estate developers have to provide new
lessees or potential clients a copy of the Certification of Buildings Energy Performance.

 Establishing buildings, whose internal square exceeds 250 m2, for hotel, administrative, retail,
service, transport, cultural, scientific, sport, medical, and entertainment purposes. Their
Certification of Buildings Energy Performance has to be displayed in a position legible to the
public such as the Building Energy Performance Certification in Lithuania.
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Within context, the Excellence in Design for Greater Efficiencies (EDGE) is a model for the
development processes such systems undergo. Few years ago, the certificate was limited to some
major requirements represented in a 20% reduction in three categories: building operational
energy, water consumption, and building embodied energy. Worthy to mention, EDGE applies on
educational and residential facilities, hospitals, hotels and restaurants, light industries, offices,
warehouses, and retail shops.23
In light of an urgent need to implement climate-smart solutions and for governments and
companies to set more ambitious goals, amendments were made to the evaluation system (Level 1).
Two levels were added to building evaluation:24
Level 2: EDGE Advanced. It requires a 20% reduction in the consumption of water and embodied
energy of a building in order to achieve a surplus in the operational energy of a building by at least
40%.
Level 3: Zero Carbon. It neutralizes carbon emissions of the energy of a building by 100%. This can
be conducted by whether replacing energy sources with renewable ones or implementing carbon
offsets for a building.
On a different trajectory, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) launched ISO
15392 of 2019 on Sustainability and Civil Engineering Works —General Principles. This standard
determines the principles that are internationally agreed on and recognized to reach sustainability
through construction and building centers. This shall offer a joint language for all stakeholders in
industry including architects, designers, real estate developers, organizational and monitoring
bodies, and consumers.25
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"It [the first carbonfree store] shows that
you can dramatically
alter how much carbon
you use and life can go
on."
Terry Leahy
CEO of Tesco

Recommendations
When CEO of Tesco, Sir Terry Leahy, opened his first carbon-free store in the UK, he said, "It shows
that you can dramatically alter how much carbon you use and life can go on", referring to the
possibility of decarbonizing all buildings in order to preserve the sustainability of humanity.
However, this requires an absolute commitment and tireless unmatched compliance from all
inhabitants of the planet regardless of their geographic locations.
Despite the availability of several applications for building energy codes, rating systems,
certification, high-efficiency technologies, and other aspects essential to the decarbonization of
buildings, most of the Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) did not come up with specific
standards and targets on energy performance standards or localization of high-efficiency
technologies in buildings.
Since numerous pledges, initiatives, and agendas were announced, there is still an urgent need for
practical tools to shift from “desire to change” to “change management”. This surely reflects the
necessity of formulating bold public policies, designing obligatory tools for them according to a
comprehensive approach, and conducting coordinated effective interventions and initiatives. Date,
information, and knowledge and expertise exchange can play an essential role in this system. It will
become highly important to announce references transparently and completely and follow up on
the progress. This shall pave the way for governance of performance and benefit from the
outcomes in order to conduct successive updates reaching “Buildings for 2050”.
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Nationally, Egypt launched the National Strategy for Climate Change 2050 in June 2022 aiming at
limiting greenhouse gas emissions on one hand and addressing potential climate change on the
other. Thus, one of the Strategy’s main goals is to achieve a low-emission economic growth in all
sectors through several trajectories including maximizing energy efficiency. Worthy to note, some
orientations mentioned in the document to achieve such goal were:26

 Improving energy efficiency in buildings and applying national codes for green buildings in new
and existing communities.

 Promoting transition to increasing efficient energy consumption in touristic, commercial,
industrial, and residential facilities.
That being said, it is important to formulate an independent strategy for decarbonizing all
types of Egyptian buildings in light of the previously mentioned Climate Action Tracker.
Moreover, there is a need to develop an action plan with the participation of all categories
of stakeholders in order to agree on climate-related goals on buildings and draw up a
detailed action plan to achieve them. In fact, there are initiatives and measures that have
been accelerated recently. They need to be integrated in to a unified ecosystem, set the
aspects that need amendments —such as the Egyptian Code for Construction and Building,
acknowledge the gaps to be bridged, and design a system for follow-up and evaluation.
In addition, statistics, information, and indicators on buildings’ carbon emissions and their
development have to be established. It may be appropriate to join relevant international
indicators that Egypt has not joined yet —such as the Building Sustainability Index (BASIX),
Green Building Index (GBI), and Husqvarna Urban Green Space Index (HUGSI). Furthermore,
it may be also appropriate to localize them at the level of governorates in order to
highlight comparative performance of decarbonizing Egyptian buildings.
Lastly, Egypt’s political leadership is committed to the Climate Target Plans 2030 and 2050.
Hence, raising awareness or climate change —especially on buildings and decarbonizing
them— is vital. Such trend has gained additional momentum in light of the urban
renaissance Egypt currently witnesses. Both new and existing buildings have to be great
additions to climate action all over Egypt.
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Abstract:
Poverty and hunger constitute two intertwined episodes. Poverty is a serious issue that affects
millions of people. In 2020, nearly half of the world's population lived on less than USD 2.50 a day.
Among the main causes of poverty is inadequate access to clean water, nutritious food, and
climate change. The impacts of the latter will not be distributed evenly and will fall heavily on the
poor and the least able to adjust to climate change. Under global warming conditions, more than
20 million will be exposed to hunger annually. The impact of climate change will extend to include
the four dimensions of food security, which are availability, access, use, and supply stability.
The main goal of the study is to shed light on the current and future impacts of climate change
on achieving the first two goals of SDGs 2015-2030 (No Poverty and End Hunger) in Africa and
Egypt.
The main results of the study indicate that climate change and its variability increase the
vulnerability of animals to diseases, affect the sustainability of fisheries, and, thus, threaten the
sustainability of global food security. Melting ice and the rise of sea levels affect agricultural
lands in terms of quality and salinity levels. Global warming will weaken the nutritional properties
of some crops, which will negatively affect policies to combat hunger and poverty and affect the
global food trade.

One of each four people in Sub-Saharan Africa currently suffers from malnutrition.
East Africa encounters the worst food crisis of the 21st century, where 12 million
people in Ethiopia, Kenya, and Somalia suffer from acute food shortages.
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In the future, North Africa and the West Coast countries will expose to severe droughts and
desertification, which will come on 75% of the agricultural and green lands, especially in the coastal
strip of the Maghreb. The Horn of Africa will suffer from a decrease in rainfall and a rise in
temperatures, which will lead to a decrease in agricultural production and spread of famine. African
countries will experience a decrease in the production of rain-fed crops by 50%.
A reduction in crops production in Sub-Saharan Africa by about 20% is expected as a result of climate
change impacts as well as the problems and cases of malnutrition in the region will also worsen.
Egypt is not away from the effect of the change in climatic
variables. Climate change will cause a direct and long-term
impact on the agricultural sector. The Nile River Delta of
Egypt will be vulnerable to the rise in sea level, which will flood
important parts of the fertile agricultural lands and increase
the salinity of the remaining lands. The surface of the
Mediterranean is expected to rise by about one meter during
the current century; this is most likely to drown between
10-15% of the Delta. Rising temperatures and fluctuations in
the timing of heat and cold waves will naturally lead to a
decrease in the agricultural productivity of some crops.
Developing cereals and basic crops resistant to climate
change and global warming, improving infrastructure and
land use, formulating food policies that focus on the
vulnerable groups of the poor, imposing additional taxes on
carbon-generating activities, and strengthening the
international cooperation among producing, importing, and
exporting countries are among the main recommended
policies and programs.
Heat-tolerant plants, water-saving crops, and trend-toward
saline crops are some of the successful experiments to face
the challenges of climate change.

Keywords: Climate change – Global warming – Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) – Hunger – Extreme poverty –
Africa – Egypt.
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Introduction:
Poverty and hunger constitute two intertwined episodes. Hunger prolongs poverty by reducing the
productivity of individuals, while poverty limits individuals' potential and prevents them from
obtaining the food they need.
Statistics on poverty prevalence in the Arab countries and their correlation with the spread of
hunger indicate that poverty rates (less than USD 2 per day) are higher than hunger and food
deficiency rates in Sudan, Syria, Lebanon, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Mauritania. In fact, rates
of poverty and hunger are almost equal in Yemen. Hunger is higher than extreme poverty (less
than USD 1 per day) in Jordan, Algeria, and Morocco.
Poverty is a serious issue that affects millions of people. In 1990, there were about 35% of the
world's population living in poverty (approximately 1.8 billion people), and there were more than
700 million people (about 10% of the world's population) living in extreme poverty. This means they
struggle to meet their basic needs. In 2020, nearly half of the world's population lives on lower than
USD 2.50 a day, including 1.3 billion people living on lower than USD 1.25 a day.1

The human society has achieved a remarkable success in reducing
poverty around the world, yet many people still suffer. The majority
of people, who live on lower than USD 1.90 a day, are in Sub-Saharan Africa. Most of
the poorer are in rural areas. The poverty rate in rural areas is three doubles that
in urban areas (17.2%).2
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Causes of Global Poverty:
Inadequate access to clean water and nutritious
food, conflict and civil unrest, low employment
opportunities, lack of education, poor
infrastructure, and climate change are the main
causes of poverty. More than 2 billion people
around the world do not have access to clean
water, and more than 800 million suffer from
hunger.3
Climate change alone could push 100 million
people into poverty by 2030. According to the
World Bank estimates of 2015, Sub-Saharan
Africa and South Asia are the most affected
regions by climate change. At the same time,
the same regions suffer the worst forms of
poverty in the world. Extreme weather events
such as droughts, floods, and severe storms can
paralyze poor communities.4

Climate Change and Poverty:
Climate changes the world witnessed over the
past few decades have added to the misery of
the poor. The IPCC 2013 report assessing the
world's capacity to adapt to the inevitable
impacts of climate change concludes that these
effects will not be distributed evenly and will
fall heavily on the poor and people who are least
able to adapt to climate change.5
Experts of World Bank Group on poverty and
climate change indicated approximately a
similar result. They stated that efforts made to
eliminate poverty will expand beyond 2015 and
will be included in SDGs until 2030.
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Such efforts will focus on combating climate
change to improve the living conditions of the
poor and needy groups. The poor, who live
around the poverty line, are most vulnerable to
the risks of climate change. In most crises, their
ability to adapt to climate crises is low, and their
recovery from its effects is limited. They usually
live in vulnerable lands such as sides of flooding
rivers, edges of hills prone to landslides, or lands
without resources to clean water.
Instabilities in weather in the previous decade
have doubled environmental disasters and
affected the lives of about 2 billion people. It is
estimated that under current global warming
conditions, more than 1 billion people will be
affected by floods, 22 million persons will be
exposed to floods —especially in coastal, and 20
million will be exposed to hunger annually.
Disasters, cyclones, floods, and droughts will have
a greater impact on developing countries.6

Climate Change and Global Food Security:
The effects of climate change will extend to
affect the four dimensions of food security,
which are: availability, access, use, and supply
stability.
In terms of food availability, the growing rate of
carbon dioxide is expected to reduce the
productivity of many crops. Climate change will
exacerbate the volatility of agricultural
production in all regions. With the exacerbation
and recurrence of severe weather events, the
poorest regions will experience the highest levels
of instability and inequality in food production.
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It is estimated that food prices will rise moderately with a slight increase
in the level of temperature until 2050, and then the picture will change
dramatically with the subsequent increases in temperature. This may
result in a significant decrease in the capability of agricultural
production in developing countries and higher prices.7
Climate change is likely to entail modifications in the conditions for food
security and safety. With growing pressures of diseases transmitted and
introduced through incubators, water, and those carried by the food
itself, a significant decline in the productivity of the agriculture sector
and labor productivity may occur and lead to an exacerbation of poverty
and a rise in mortality rates.8

Manifestations of Global Hunger and Extreme Poverty:
The change in global climate is already undermining food stability and
threatening the world's ability to eradicate hunger and exacerbating
extreme global poverty. The next part shall shed light on some examples.
Severe climate change that damages the homes and businesses of the
poor is predominantly the main reason behind their fall into poverty or
hinder their exit from poverty. A household survey, conducted over
25 years in India, showed that 44% of those who fell into poverty
indicated that climatic conditions were the main reason behind that, and
only
14% of households were able to skip from poverty, while 12% of the
households became poorer.9
Hurricane Mitch of 1988 destroyed three-quarters of Honduras' gross
domestic product (GDP). The hurricane destroyed the agricultural
capacity, where 70% of crops were destroyed (damages to crops and
agricultural products amounted to about USD one billion). Total
35,000 homes were completely destroyed plus 50,000 damaged, leaving
1.5 million people homeless. Infrastructure and industries were affected
as well; 70-80% of the transport network was destroyed. In fact, the total
damage to transportation, communications, and public utilities —
including power and water— was estimated at USD 665 million, which led
to a two-decade de-development in Honduras.10
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Chatham House Research Center, based in Britain, indicates that agriculture causes about
14.5% of global greenhouse gas emissions. This percentage is very high in some countries.
For example, agriculture in Uruguay produces about two-fifth of local gas emissions
resulting from 12 million cattle and 11 million sheep that produce methane.
Climate change is a factor leading to the
emergence and spread of diseases in livestock.
Climate fluctuations increase the exposure of
animals to diseases, especially livestock and cows.
Climatic factors also affect the sustainability of
fisheries, especially in light of rising sea levels,
salinity, and sea temperature. All these factors
spread various diseases, which —in turn— threaten
livestock and fisheries, and consequently
jeopardize sustainability of food supply, or get
transmitted to humans through eating infected
foods.
Melting of ice and the rise in sea levels affect
agricultural lands in terms of quality and salinity
levels. In addition, growing demand for meat, as
human food, is facing difficulties as a result of
heat strain and diseases that kill thousands of
animals. Furthermore, meat production correlates
with the abundance of agricultural land for fodder
production and water for irrigation and watering
livestock. It is obvious that these factors are linked
to and threatened by the repercussions of the
change in climate conditions.
A study, conducted by the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) in 2015 to assess the
Implications of climate change on Food Security
and Global Trade, indicates that global warming
will have far-reaching consequences for some
regions and of food production methods in the
world.
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Global warming
will weaken the nutritional properties of some crops, which will negatively affect policies to combat
hunger and poverty and the global food trade. The study predicts that agricultural production will
diminish in the warmer and drier regions near the equator, while moderate warming will benefit
crop production in areas away from the tropics. The study also highlights the potential negative
effects of climate change through the exacerbation and spread of “hidden hunger”, i.e., chronic
vitamin and mineral deficiencies and the prevalence of obesity.11

The IPCC report of 2007 indicates that food security will be affected by
climatic variables, but this effect remains relative and differs from one region to
another. Temperature increase by 1 to 3 degrees Celsius is likely to negatively affect
crops and grains, especially in tropical regions.12

Current Impact of Climate Change on Poverty and Hunger in Africa:
Africa is the most exposed continent to the dangers of climate
change for several reasons including poverty, ignorance, lack of
political stability in most countries of the continent, and the lack of
financial resources to confront this problem. Most of the African
continent’s regions have already begun to suffer from the
consequences of climate change. Some examples are listed in the
following part.
One of each four people in Sub-Saharan Africa suffers from
malnutrition. More than a million people are suffering from severe
food shortages in Eritrea and Ethiopia. Cereal production in 2002
was reduced by nearly 25% due to drought, and large amounts of
food aid are almost always required to prevent famine.13
Africa confronts the worst food disaster in this century. Twelve
million people in Ethiopia, Kenya, and Somalia suffered from acute
food shortages, as rainfall dropped below average during 2010-2011
(considered the driest year since 1950-1951). It is a serious problem
for the continent, which mostly depends on rainwater for
agriculture.14
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The floods in Mozambique that occurred during February and March 2000 displaced 463,000
persons including 46,000 children less than five years of age and killed about 700 people. Moreover,
about 1,400 square kilometers of agricultural lands were influenced, and 20,000livestock were lost.
The total damage was estimated at half a billion dollars and disrupted much economic progress. It
is considered the worst flood crisis in the past fifty years.
The drought that swept Ethiopia in 1988 and the following years killed about 1.4 million people and
caused the displacement of about 9 million others as a result of the destruction of food resources
and the loss of about 90% of the livestock. This drought coincided with the spread of epidemics —
such as smallpox—, the outbreak of war, and the Great Ethiopian Famine 1988-1992. The latter
affected approximately one-third of the population.15

Drought negatively affects the abundance of agricultural and
livestock production alike and decreases the quantities of
groundwater. With the lack of rainfall, the production of food
crops for local consumption or export declines, and
consequently their prices rise and become difficult to obtain.
Most African countries, especially those in the south, suffer
from drought. Since 2006, Kenya has been hit by severe
droughts that affected food availability. Ethiopia and Somalia
are also affected by droughts that lead to vulnerability to
chronic food poverty.16
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Future Impact of
Climate Change
on Poverty and
Hunger in Africa

Forecasts of climate experts17 indicate that several African regions will be exposed to severer
patterns of poverty, hunger, and a low level of food security due to future climate change. The
paragraphs ahead provide examples for this.
North and West Coasts of Africa will be exposed to severe droughts and an increase in
desertification, which will come on 75% of the cultivated lands and the green lands, especially in the
coastal strip of the Maghreb. This will lead to a greater depletion of groundwater and political
tensions.
The Nile River Delta will be vulnerable to the rise in sea level, which will flood important parts of the
fertile agricultural lands and increase the salinity of the remaining lands.
The Horn of Africa will suffer from a reduction in rainfall and an increase in temperatures, which
will lead to a decline in agricultural production and the spread of famine, conflicts, and political and
economic instability.
IPCC report of 2007 expects that some African countries will experience a reduction in the
production of rain-fed crops by 50%. In general, it is expected that agricultural production in many
African countries will be visible to a major threat caused by climate change, negatively affecting
the convenience of food and leading to a state of food poverty and malnutrition. It is also expected
that arid and semi-arid areas will increase by 5-8% by 2080.
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Global warming will affect the production of crops in the Sub-Saharan region, where a
decline by about 20% in the production of crops is expected. Problems and cases of
malnutrition in the region will also worsen. Areas that suffer from limitations in achieving
food stability will face additional challenges and possibilities of more insecurity and rising
crises, which will make eradicating hunger or poverty an unattainable goal.
Causes of hunger are not limited to climate change only; they extend to include the effect
of political strikes, civil wars, economic crises, low-income levels, and steady population
growth. These factors represent the dimensions of the problem that affect one-sixth of
world’s population according to UN estimates.

Climate Change and Egyptian Food Security
Egypt is not at bay from the effect of the change in climatic variables. Climate change will affect
available natural resources, especially the two main relatively scarce resources, namely agricultural
lands, and water.
Climate change will cause a direct and long-term impact on the agricultural sector. It is one of the
main sectors of the Egyptian economy It has a significant impact on the lives of Egyptian citizens,
as it contributes up to 17% of the gross domestic product (GDP) and holds about 40% of the labor
market in addition to providing 60% of the country’s food production.18
The Egyptian agricultural sector is highly sensitive to climate change, as it is situated in a semi-arid
environment and depends mainly on the waters of the Nile River. Climate change will lead to a
decline in aggregate food production in Egypt by about -3% in 2030, rising to -3.8% by 2050 as a
result of the decrease in area unit productivity of the strategic crops. Furthermore, a reduction in
aggregate food production will lead to an increase in the general level of prices and —
consequently— a decrease in per capita food consumption (KCAL per capita per day) by about -1.7%
in 2030 rising to -3.8% in 2050. This increases hunger by 0.017% on average throughout the period
2030-2050 and puts millions of people at risk of hunger, decline in production and household
demand for agricultural commodities, and an increase in the trade deficit .19

Climate change will affect the food supply in the world, which will lead
to an escalation of food prices around the world and a higher Egyptian
food bill and the pressure on the state budget. Egypt’s food security
will be exposed to external risks, as Egypt is a net food importer.
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Rising temperatures and changing the
frequency and timing of waves will naturally
lead to a reduction in agricultural
productivity in some crops. Temperature
change will lead to a deficiency in
production’s quality of some crops in areas
where they were previously abundant. Rising
temperatures will increase evaporation and
water consumption.
Growing rates of desertification, especially
in marginal agricultural areas, are a
probable effect to climate change in Egypt.
Social and economic effects, such as labor
migration and the expansion of poverty in
marginal agricultural areas, will appear.

Future Impact of Climate Change on Egyptian Population:
Future climate change during the next thirty years (2020-2050) will be associated with the Egyptian
population’s rise to 160 million by the middle of the century (2050). This may cause many
unfavorable demographic and economic factors, which can be summarized in the following part.

Population and Water Security
Shortage of water domain is a probable impact of climate change on Egypt. Water is a limited
resource in Egypt, with a per capita share under the poverty line, (about 600 m3 per year). The Nile
is the main source of water in Egypt; it provides about 95% of water. The annual rainfall in Egypt
fluctuated from a maximum rate of 180 mm/year on the North coast to an average rate of
20 mm/year in Middle Egypt, and lastly to 2 mm/year in Upper Egypt. Supply and demand for water
is expected to be inflated by climate change. Water demand is expected to increase by 5% on
average by 205020. Future projections indicate a decline in availability of water by 70%21. The
agricultural sector will be the most affected economic sector by the shortage of water; it
consumes 80% of the water budget, absorbs 40% of Egyptian labor, and constitutes 20% of Gross
National Product (GNP).
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Population and Food Security
As a result of sea level rise and flooding a great part of Nile Delta (the most cultivated part of
Egypt’s land), food production and supply would be affected. The remaining areas of Nile Delta
would also be affected by salt water from the Mediterranean Sea, which will infect groundwater.
Agricultural activities will be affected by temperature increase. A reduction of 10-60% in
agricultural activities is expected as a result of temperature increases. Egypt’s agricultural
production will experience a significant decline by 2050, as wheat production will decrease by 18%,
rice by 11%, and maize by 19%. This decline in production can raise the level of risks of hunger and
undernutrition among citizens.22
The temperature increase will cause some changes in the environmental system. Air pollution will
increase as a result of emissions, soil erosion, and wind speed. Saharan dust would increase as a
result of the new climate conditions causing health and economic problems. Some cases of
demographic dislocation (increasing immigration pressure), socioeconomic disruptions, and an
increase in population density would occur. Water per capita share will decrease to 452 m3 in
2060.23
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Considering the climatic effects of rise in sea level, it is expected that the surface of the
Mediterranean will rise by one meter during the current century. Given that the northern coasts of
Egypt are the lowest areas of the country, the most likely drowning area ranges between 10-15% of
the Delta. Cultivated lands in these areas and adjacent ones will be affected by the rise in water
surface level and the increase of salts in water and soil.24
A study, conducted by UNEP on the expected impact of sea level rise on the Egyptian coasts,
explains that a half-meter rise in sea level will sink a large area of the coastal lands of the Nile Delta
if necessary actions and precautions for protection are not taken. The most affected areas are
Alexandria, Beheira, South Burullus, and South Manzala on the Mediterranean.25

Successful Experiments, Suggested Policies, and Recommendations:
The increasing threat of climate change to the food supply and the worsening and spread of
hunger and extreme poverty, especially in African countries, requires urgent and coordinated
policy responses. Among the proposed policies and recommendations are the following:

 Developing and devising a variety of cereals and basic crops resisting climate change and global
warming that will be faced by developing countries over the next two decades.
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 Improving infrastructure and planning of land use to reduce the exposure
risks to future climate changes.

 Applying other solutions, such as Heat-tolerant plants that some Arab
countries have begun to implement. Research centers in these countries
are making efforts to separate the genes responsible for the resistance to
heat from distinguished plants and insert them into other food plants.

 Switching to water-saving crops. For example, Egypt announced an
orientation towards water-saving crops by reducing the cultivated areas of
plants that consume large amounts of water —such as rice and sugar cane—
and offering the “stevia” plant as an alternate to sugar cane. This plant is
suitable to cultivate in areas with high temperatures that help to increase
vegetative growth. It also needs only one-fifth of the land required to
cultivate sugar beets, which results in less water by 90%. In addition, the
production of one acre of this plant is equal to planting 80 acres of sugar
beets; thus, it is an ideal choice for water-stressed countries.

 Focusing on saline crops. The United Arab
Emirates is currently switching to saline
crops, which are irrigated with seawater in
an attempt to overcome water scarcity due
to climate change. The experiments showed
the success of cultivating Salicornia using
seawater. Salicornia is a salt-loving plant
used as food and forage for livestock.
Another effort is being made to produce
Chinese salt-tolerant rice in the Dubai
desert. Tests showed a production above
7.8 tons per hectare.26

 Developing special food policies that focus
on the vulnerable groups of the poor in both
urban and rural areas.
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 Adopting policies to protect the poor from the impacts
of climate change combined with social policies. This
can reduce poverty and transform the current shape
of the economy characterized by carbon intensity.

 Imposing additional taxes on carbon-generating
activities to the benefit of the poor. For example,
British Columbia demonstrated how revenue from a
carbon tax could adequately support the poor and
lower-income people while enjoying the lowest rate of
income tax and a thriving ecologically friendly
economy with lower emission levels.

 Reducing subsidies of harmful fossil fuel offered by
governments and directing these savings to benefit
the poorest. Governments in low- and middle-income
countries noted that fossil fuel subsidies are inefficient
and unproductive, where the richest 20% earn nearly
six times as much as the poorest 20% in these
countries.27
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 Strengthening regional and global international cooperation among importing, producing,
and exporting countries of food crops as follows:



Applying an adaptation approach without regard to state borders. Importing countries
that have the ability to invest in research and development (R&D) should work to
support scientific research and technological innovation to improve crop production in
the currently producing countries.



Providing the technology by importing countries to develop equipment and facilities in
order to reduce storage losses predicted by 20% of the rice crop produced by Southeast
Asian countries.



Initiating a developed food storage system. Current storage policy often relies on shortterm climate forecasts; therefore, food storage systems based on long-term forecasts
can help reduce fluctuations during periods of weak production of crops and support
food industries and storage mechanisms.



Providing the necessary funding to implement adaptation measures to climate change.
Food-importing countries and global financial centers can play a greater role in
providing the financing needed to adapt to climate change and lessen its effects. These
endeavors include the use of market mechanisms to enhance risk management in food
production sectors.



Promoting regional cooperation to develop monitoring and early warning systems for
climate disasters and participating in regional cooperation and dialogue on food
production systems.

The available time to implement climate change and social
protection policies that can reduce the effects of climate change
while protecting the poor is not too long. Failure to do so will
increase costs and risks for everyone.
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Introduction:

Introduction:

Humans have always desired progress and well-being in their lives, and this has resulted in
technological industries that have propelled humanity to the next stage of its evolution. However,
humanity has reached a point where it is exploiting nature's resources to the fullest, resulting in one
of the most serious challenges facing humanity today: climate change.
As a result, the international community is taking on the responsibility of addressing the challenge
by implementing various methods, regulations, and strategies to combat the negative effects of
climate change through policies at state and international levels.
Climate policies, based on behavioral nudging, have proven to be effective without the need for
strict regulations. Environmental behavior nudging is a proven effective way to encourage people
to make more eco-friendly choices using subtle cues and incentives.
A state should be able to accelerate its own sustainable strategies with the right portfolio of
environmental behavioral nudging. Environmental behavior nudging has become an important tool
for policymakers in raising citizens' awareness on the importance of making more eco-friendly
choices and decisions.
A nudge is a simple feature of a decision-making environment that changes people's behavior in a
predictable way without limiting their options or affecting their incentives. Nudging is a technique
for making it easier to make the right decision without using economic incentives.

Nudging is commonly referred to as "a little push in the right direction", and
it can be used to design information in a way that encourages us to take
small steps toward a more eco-friendly future.
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A climate nudge is any deliberate modification of the choice architecture that aims at shifting
citizens’ behaviors towards climate-friendly actions while maintaining their previous options.
Climate nudges (1) encourage behaviors that contribute to climate change mitigation and (2) are
motivated by climate concerns.
A restaurant, for example, may offer discounts to customers who bring their own reusable cups or
take-out containers, while an office building may install water fountains on each floor to encourage
employees to drink more water and avoid purchasing single-use bottles.
The purpose of this study is to define nudging, its toolkits, and its impact on policy implementation
and to provide successful policies that have adopted nudging and proved effective. Furthermore,
we will discuss how a state could use behavioral nudging to help citizens make more sustainable
decisions and choices. We recommend a behavior nudging approach for Egypt in both public
transportation and energy consumption with examples of effective behavior nudging being used
internationally in the same sectors.

Keywords: Nudging, Mitigating, Climate Change, Climate Policies, Choices, Decisions.
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Implementing Behavioral Science in Mitigating Climate Change:
Nudging: What Is It?
The concept of nudge has been proven to be one of the most innovative ways to implement policies
without requiring many rules and regulations. Nudging incorporates the use of indirect
suggestions to influence behavior. The goal of this approach is to encourage communities to make
better choices as a result of nudging them toward policy-related goals.
Nudging —as a concept— is developed by Richard Thaler and Cass Sunstein in their popular book

Nudge: Improving Decisions about Health, Wealth and Happiness (2008), where nudging is defined
as: “any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people’s behavior in a predictable way
without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic incentives.”1
Other experts have also defined a nudge as “a simple aspect of people’s decision-making
environment that alters their behavior in a predictable way without forbidding any options or
significantly changing their incentives”2. This results in better economic or environmental policyfriendly choices for people as a result of this process. “Nudging is a process of influencing behavior
through small changes in information. It affects someone’s choice without taking away the agency
to choose”.3
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Nudging as a concept in behavioral science, urges positive behaviors
through indirect suggestions to the people to help them make more
sustainable choices. In behavioral sciences, the decision context –the
environment in which individuals make choices– is important and is what Sunstein
and Thaler (2008) refer to as “choice architecture”.4

A nudging strategy aims at expanding the choices of people in order to include pro-environmental
options that encourage them to choose better options in terms of economy, environment, and
consumption than what they are currently used to. A choice architecture refers to the
environment, where people normally make their daily-life decisions about their consumption that
leads them to make the right choices for the environment.
It is imperative to note that "nudging" is not intended to change beliefs or attitudes regarding a
cause or political situation; however, this method targets ill behavior that harms resources.

Use of Nudging to Address Environmental Concerns
With regard to environmental policies, nudging is primarily used to ensure that people have
access to eco-friendly choices without restricting their options. Environmental policies are
generally easier to implement through this method. Nudging has proven effective in
implementing environment-related policies, which is known as “Green Nudging”.

Behavioral science can be applied in a variety of ways
to protect the environment. This process is called
'green nudging', and it takes many forms in practice.
A recent review of green nudging practices grouped
them broadly into three categories:

 Nudges that appeal to people’s self-image
 Nudges that appeal to people’s tendency to
socially conform

 Nudges that re-set the default choice”.5
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According to other experts, in addition to the three nudging practices described in the report,
there is a fourth nudging practice to be added, “Nudges that capitalize on other non-social
cognitive biases and heuristics.”6

Examples given on the toolkit of applying nudging are explained as follows:
Nudges that appeal to people’s self-image: This tool of nudging is described to be “a
method of green nudging that harnesses people’s desire for a positive self-image works by
activating people’s social identity, making them aware of a particular aspect of their
identity that may lead them to be more likely to choose an environmentally beneficial
behavior or product.”7
Nudges that appeal to people’s tendency to socially conform: It is a tool for nudging
people to make eco-friendly choices by appealing to how they react to norms, and
“conforming to environmental norms is no different. If we hold environmental
consciousness as being generally good, we will feel rewarded when we behave in line with
this goal.”8
Nudges that re-set the default choice: An example in behavioral
science is a person’s decision to donate his/her organs or not.
When a person registers, there are two possibilities: one is that
the state will place him among the donors by default with the
option to withdraw, and the other is that the state will put him
on the list of non-donors by default with the option to donate.9

Nudges that capitalize on other non-social cognitive biases and heuristics: Nudging is often
used with boosting. It is a method of boosting performance; together, these techniques are called
boosting, It is based on providing the right information to citizens to help them make their
decisions related to the environment. It is an innovative mixed-methods approach that emphasizes
the importance of giving individuals the right information.
The need for a simple encouraging way to enhance people’s awareness on environmental and
climate change concerns is increasing on daily basis. Green nudging is considered the method to
achieve that. Thus, the UN Environment Programme (UNEP) is similarly embracing the green
nudge, having released in 2021 a "Little Book of Green Nudges" to get university students to act
more sustainably.10
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It is reaffirmed by UN topic experts that people have to be conformed to make eco-friendly
decisions. "According to UN climate change expert, Niklas Hagelberg, behavioral science is
necessary to combat environmentally exhausting behaviors."11
Pro-environmental behaviors are also sustainable behaviors that serve as “one of the three pillars
for sustainable development —which is environmental sustainability— to conserve natural resources
and protect ecosystems to ensure long-term viability of current and future generations on this
planet."12

Nudging and Policy Making
Natural resources on Earth are being consumed at a faster rate than they can be produced due to
human demands. A year's worth of resources is consumed by humans in less than nine months, and
that rate is growing.
Behavioral change through nudging has been proven to be effective in policy implementation.
However, in order to develop policies that involve or imply behavioral change, a solid understanding
of how people behave in different situations and contexts is necessary.

According to Daniel Kahneman, a human behavior scientist,
people mainly practice two systems of thinking: fast (automatic,
intuitive)and slow or deliberate and conscious.
Research has shown that when the environment in which people
make choices changes, their choices change as well.

To give an example, "A few studies look at default effects and eco-friendly
behaviors. Behavioral scientists Egebark and Ekström found a default effect on computer printing
behavior in a study in 2016 that stated the following: by changing the default printer setting from
simplex to duplex, the consumption of printed paper dropped by around 15%, and there were no
indications that the effect was any smaller 28 weeks after the change had been introduced."13
Another example comes from Pichert and Katsikopoulos in a study in 2008. It illustrates —with two
examples— that many German electricity consumers stick to an eco-friendly default option when
their default given options is already pro-environment.
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The UNEP Report of 2017 gives an insight on opportunities for behavioral science to strengthen the
effectiveness of policies for sustainable consumption in addition to scientists' efforts to develop
better methods to implement for the protection of the planet's resources.

It will take a global effort to achieve sustainable consumption. Therefore, policy makers
must develop more effective strategies and policies to change consumption patterns,
which leads to achieving the sustainable development goals (SDGs).14 says the report.
To achieve better outcomes in sustainable consumption policy, UNEP provides three broad
recommendations throughout the report:

 Incorporate behavioral science into policy processes and tools
 Build internal behavioral policy capacity within policymaking entities
 Expand behavioral science research efforts and dissemination.
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The report, in which behavioral science is used, shows a table of states with behavioral
science initiatives for policy implementation:
Table

1

UN Environment Programme Report 2017

Country
United Kingdom

Behavioural Science Policy Initiatives
The UK was the first country to create a central high-level policy unit in 2010 to
incorporate behavioural insights into policymaking. The Behavioural Insights Team
(BIT) was originally set up to improve public services based on behavioural science
principles. BIT also works with other countries to achieve effective public policy design.

Denmark

The Danish Nudging Network, founded by behavioural scientist Pelle Guldborg Hansen
in 2010, partners with governments and companies to design and test interventions
through the application of behavioural science theories.

Australia

Australia's New South Wales Government, in partnership with UK's Behavioural Insights
Team, created a Behavioural Insights Unit housed under the Department of Premier
and Cabinet in 2012. The unit incorporates insights from behavioural science literature
to effectively deliver government services.

United States

The White House Social and Behavioral Sciences Team (SBST) was established in 2014.
SBST uses insights from social and behavioural science to improve the U.S.'s federal
policies and programmes. City governments, such as New York City, are also beginning
to incorporate specialized behavioural policy teams to develop and implement
initiatives.

Singapore

The Behavioural Insights and Design Unit was established by Singapore's Ministry of
Manpower in 2014 to improve the government's policies and programmes as well as
better understand how individuals behave with regard to these government services.

Canada

The government of Ontario created a Behavioural Insights Unit (BIU) in 2015, which
launched the Centre of Excellence for Evidence-Based Decision Making Support that
aims at using behavioural science research to improve services offered by government
agencies, and design and test interventions that are cost-effective and yield better
outcomes.

Thus, more governments are incorporating behavioral science into many aspects of the
process of policymaking and policy implementation.
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Implementing Policies Using Nudging: Examples of Success:
Transportation:
Transportation is one of the biggest sources of energy consumption and CO2 emissions, “transport
sector contributes to approximately 15% of global CO2 emissions (10% of that is motor vehicles)”16.
The transportation sector is also one of the widest areas for practice of good behaviors, and the
nudging concept is yet not popularized there.
According to the European Environment Agency (EEA), “the transport sector alone is responsible
for up to 30% of household emissions, and its impact is expected to grow in the future following
the annual growth of 1,3% in terms of passenger-kilometers recorded in the period between 1995
and 2010”17
This dangerous rate urged some states to use nudging as a method of policy implementation to
achieve better results in mitigating the harms of this ill consumption. Most scholars find that
“transportation and tourism businesses may have the most impact on consumer behavior to
prevent climate change. Thus, nudge experiments and surveys are mostly common among
transportation and travel service consumers”18
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Case Study:
Using Lotteries to Reduce Traffic Congestion in India’s Traffic
Researchers have consistently found that people are overconfident that they
will win the lottery despite the small probability. Consequently, improbable
rewards often work as well as more expensive individual incentive schemes. As
India developed industries and construction projects, the country has started
facing a significant commute problem. The case study has found that
“average commute times for those leaving after 7:30 AM are about 1.5-2 times
longer than the average commute for those who leave before that time.
Longer, congested commutes result in decreased fuel economy, leading to
higher consumption of gasoline and more emissions. To address this, Urban
Engines, a transportation consultant company tested the effects of an
incentive scheme called INSTANT that rewarded Infosys (a large IT company)
commuters with entries into a weekly raffle. Behavioral science shows that
people are consistently overconfident that the small probability of winning a
lottery will fall in their favor. This means that improbable rewards can often
be used as effectively as more expensive individual incentive schemes.
Commuters were awarded raffle
credits according to their arrival time,
with less congested arrival times
receiving more credits for higher
reward amounts. The pilot project ran
for six months from October 2008–
April 2009. It involved approximately
14,000 commuters, and reduced the
average morning peak commuting
time from 71 to 54 minutes —with the
number of participants traveling
before the peak shifting from 21% to
34%— at a total cost of about USD
50,000”19
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Case Study:
Using Travel Feedback Programs (TFPs) to
Encourage Sustainable Transportation
European, Australian, U.S., and Japanese
mobility management programs have been
gaining popularity in recent years. Through
personalized communication, incentives
and/or marketing techniques are tailored to
individual travel patterns. These initiatives
encourage people to use more sustainable
modes of transportation. TFPs are referred to
as travel feedback programs in Japan.
“These programs have been used in schools,
workplaces, and residential areas. An analysis
of ten TFPs found an average of 19%
reduction in carbon emissions, an 18%
reduction in car use, and a 50% increase in
public transportation. TFPs vary in the
specifics of techniques, but all aim at
achieving shifts in travel behavior through
one or more of the following behavioral
strategies by:

 Making negative impacts of travel methods
more salient through information about
carbon emissions or health effects,

 Using goal-setting and/or plan-making
techniques to help commuters follow
through on their intentions to change
travel behavior,

 Providing personalized information

A second nudging method has been
implemented in Japan in the city of
Suzurandai, where participants were asked “to
make a behavioral plan for how to reduce
their car use as well as specify the percentage
by which they aimed at increasing their usage
of public transportation. This program
resulted in a 19% decrease in car use and a
51% increase in public transit. Furthermore, a
meta-analysis of TFPs, implemented in
residential areas in Japan, showed a 7.3%
reduction in car use and a 68.6% increase in
public transportation use. Analyzing only TFPs
with control groups showed a 12.1% reduction

(occasionally based on multi-day travel

in car use and 38.6% increase of public

diaries) on travel planning.

transportation use” 20
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Energy Consumption:
Energy consumption primarily depends on
human behaviors and activities using
different means of energy. Using nudging as
a method in policy implementation. One
recent study in Germany showed that
offering the green basic tariff as the first
pre-set choice led to an increase of almost

Another German study, however, found that
“despite the higher costs associated with
renewable energy, consumers —who were
not automatically assigned but instead
asked to choose between conventional and
renewable suppliers— chose the renewable
option 68% of the time. This rate dropped
to 41% when the conventional supplier was

20% in renewable electricity consumption.21

presented as the default option (the rate

Thus, it is proved effective that by

was the same, 68%, when the renewable

encouraging households to use renewable

supplier was presented as the default).”23

energy forms, they might reduce their longterm carbon footprint.

With its pioneering use of nudging, the

In Germany, the Green Nudging initiatives are

by reducing consumption in diverse fields.

given a huge attention. One of the initiatives

United Kingdom mitigates climate change

“offers companies, institutions, and local

According to the table below, the UK House

governments training on a wide range of

of Lords and Parliament agreed on nudging

nudging tools that encourage employees to

initiatives to prevent climate change's

make climate-friendly

choices.”22

negative effects:
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Fiscal disincentives

Fiscal incentives
Non-fiscal incentives and
disincentives
persuasion

Provision of information

Fiscal policies to make behaviors more costly e.g. taxation on cigarettes or
congestion charging in towns and cities.

Fiscal policies to make behaviors financially beneficial e.g. tax breaks on the
purchase of bicycles or paying in dividuals to recycle.

Policies which reward or penalise certain behaviors e.g. time off work to
volunteer

Persuading individuals using argument e.g. GPs persuading people to drink less,
counselling services or marketing campaigns.

Providing information in e.g. leaflets showing the carbon usage of household
appliances “"Regulation to require businesses to use front of pack mutritional
labelling or restaurants to provide calorific information on menus”
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Provide information about what others are doing eg. Information about an
individual's energy usage compared to the rest of the street “Regulation to
require energy companies to provide information about average useage”

Use of social norms and
salience

Changing the default option e.g. requiring people to opt out of rather than opt in Changes to the default
to organ donation or providing salad as the default side dish
policy

Fiscal measures
directed at the
individual

Changes to physical
environment

Restrict choice

Restricting the options available to individuals e.g. outlawing smoking in public
places.

Regulation
of the
individual

Altering the environment e.g. traffic calming measures or designing buildings
with fewer lifts “"Regulation to require businesses to remove confectionery from
checkouts, or the restriction of advertising of unhealthy product”

Eliminate choice

Interventions category

Prohibiting goods or service es e.g. banning certain drugs.

Examples of policy interventions

Table 2

Table of interventions24

Non-regulatory and non-fiscal measures with relation to the individual

Choice Architecture ("Nudges")

Guide and enable choice

Conclusion
A new kind of climate change science enterprise —based on existing strengths and cross-cutting
themes— is needed to meet the diverse information needs of climate change decision makers.
Developing policies, strategies, and solutions that not only enhance understanding but also inform
solutions for local, regional, national, and global problems. Across local, regional, national, and
global levels, the global community needs policies that improve understanding and inform
solutions. Policies that explicitly integrate social, ecological, physical, and health sciences
emphasize coupled human-environment
systems over isolated ones. Social, ecological,
physical, health, and engineering sciences must
be engaged by the global community to
maximize co-benefits and minimize unintended
consequences. Thus, for decision makers to
make good decisions and implement policies,
the right support tools must be available,
considering the context of the dynamics that
differ from society to society.
PCCB (Paris Committee on Capacity-building),
established in 2015, should be able to create
customized training programs for states and
assist with their policies' implementation using
behavioral science to mitigate climate change.
As part of the Doha Work Programme's
activities on education, training, and public
awareness, there should be the implementation
of awareness campaigns for students at
different education levels in one region of the
world, followed by another.
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Abstract:
Challenges regarding the energy sector, mainly climate change, are expected to impact energy
security and affordability. Thus, governments must ensure having the three dimensions of energy
trilemma equilibria which are known as environmental sustainability, energy security, and energy
equity that evaluate the performance of energy supply systems.
Under these considerations, numerous governments all over the world are worried about the
potential role that energy sources could play in carbon-free energy infrastructure. As a consequence,
this review article presents an overview of three dimensions of the energy trilemma and a close look
at Egypt's energy sector. Egypt's energy sector faces issues related to climate change as well as
being one of the major energy economies in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA), which is
regarded as the primary supplier of traditional fossil fuel for the existing global energy system.

Regarding global energy insights, policymakers who are in charge of Egypt's national energy
strategy would need to concentrate on how to move to blue hydrogen created from natural gas
in order to optimize profits given that renewable energy sources are erratic and sporadic.

Keywords: Energy Trilemma, Energy Transition, Post-carbon Age, Egypt.
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1.Introduction
Energy sources that utilize a significant amount of fossil energies are the main sources
of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, which are voicing concerns about the climate.
Fossil fuels have adverse effects such as greenhouse gas emissions, pollution, and inefficiency since
they depend on few geographic resources and are challenging to access for more than 80% of the
traditional energy supply system(Sarkar and Seo, 2021). Therefore, fossil energies cannot be
eliminated in a few years because they are the foundation of energy systems, particularly with a
growing global population, urbanization, expanding global economic ambitions, and energy
consumption increases year after year (Abbasi et al., 2022). Additionally, over the next 30 years, a
considerable challenge will be presented by the carbon-cutting of power sources in the electrical,
transportation, and manufacturing industries (Lau et al., 2021).
Under upcoming transition to a decarbonization era, natural gas is characterized as a "transition
fuel", a more sustainable, cleaner, and ecologically acceptable energy option while the energy mix
switches apart from carbon- exhaustive replacements (Gürsan and de Gooyert, 2021). Moreover,
renewable energies will play a crucial role, as highlighted by (Tsiropoulos et al., 2020) of the
European Union, (IEA, 2021b) of the IEA report, and (UN, 2018) of the United Nations. The irregular
and discontinuous characteristic of renewables is the main obstacle to switching to a renewable
energy source that operates at full capacity. This calls for technological development not only
when it comes to balancing the fluctuating supply and demand for energy but also because the
growing use of them in current power networks necessitates the development of large-scale power
storage solutions (Notton et al., 2018). Thus, hydrogen techniques are regarded as the preferable
choice for ruling the way to a zero-carbon economy as an energy carrier for retaining renewable
energy (Dawood, Anda and Shafiullah, 2020).
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In order to match energy demand with climate change concerns, healthy energy structures have to
contain highly controlled energy trilemma equilibria between the three dimensions of energy
security, accessibility, and affordability, as well as ecological sustainability. In this regard, the energy
trilemma equilibria assess how well energy supply systems are designed in relation to the three
trilemma factors. Energy security takes into account the country's capability to address rising
energy demand as well as its adaptability and credibility with regard to its energy infrastructure,
whereas energy equity assesses a nation's capacity to provide affordable, dependable, and sufficient
energy for widespread residential and commercial application. Additionally, a sustainable
environment refers to the transformation of power generation to low- or even free-carbon by
combating climate change to manageable levels (World Energy Council, 2020a).

One of the biggest energy markets in the MENA region, Egypt, is
affected by the transition away from oil and gas. Recently, Egypt
declared the "Integrated and Sustainable Energy Strategy to 2035" to
diversify energy sources in order to fulfill the country's growing energy
needs and maintain the security and stability of its energy supply. The
energy sector's strategic goals were also outlined in Egypt’s Vision
2030, which included developing low-carbon hydrogen initiatives for a
carbon-free economy, calling for increasing renewable energies
generation by 2035, and becoming a hub for the export of liquefied
natural gas (LNG) (El-Megharbel, 2015a).

Parallel with the post-carbon age trend, this paper highlights the trilemma of energy balance and
tackles climate change concerns in Egypt. This review research adds to the existing literature in
five ways: (i) This is the initial review of Egypt that concentrates on the energy trilemma equilibria
and climate change considerations. (ii) This paper will provide a high-level overview of Egypt's
energy sector. (iii) Based on the study's findings, policymakers in Egypt may be better situated to
determine the most appropriate approach for enhancing three dimensions of trilemma in Egypt.
(iv) Concentrating on Egypt might be an important point of comparison for other developing
nations that suffer from massive industrial emissions. To investigate the aforementioned issue,
this study is presented as follows: three dimensions of the energy trilemma equilibria and a close
look at Egypt's energy sector will be investigated in the second and third parts respectively.
Climate change challenges faced by Egypt's energy sector will be discussed in the fourth part,
while policy recommendations will be highlighted in the fifth part.
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2. Three dimensions of the energy trilemma equilibria:
The Energy Trilemma Index is a yearly assessment of national energy systems that uses historical
data to evaluate the effectiveness of previous historical energy policies. Based on local situations
with differing natural resources, geographies, and socioeconomic systems, national context is
crucial to how countries construct their various energy strategies. The Energy Trilemma Index can,
therefore, assist nations and energy players by highlighting the energy policy sectors that need to
be addressed the most and investigating alternative approaches. Member governments must
strike a balance among the three crucial aspects of the energy trilemma: affordability and
accessibility, energy security, and environmental sustainability, in order to provide a solid
foundation for growth and innovation, as illustrated in Fig.1 (World Energy Council, 2020b).
Figure 1
Energy trilemma triangle

58/100

75/100

66/100

Source: World Energy Trilemma Index, 2021
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Controlling these three fundamental aspects of energy systems is crucial throughout the energy
transition stage, given that energy transition is a significant strategy. The matter is not really
about realizing the free-carbon goal; rather, it is about the adjustments that must be made in
each nation in order to reduce the transition cost, and whether or not economic growth will be
enhanced depends on how quickly modifications must be implemented (Khan et al., 2021). As the
energy mix shifts away from CO2-intensive replacements, natural gas is seen as more sustainable
and cleaner to the environment. This is particularly true now that carbon capture, utilization,
and storage (CCUS) and hydrogen technologies have been widely adopted. Renewable energy
sources are both affordable and environmentally beneficial (Ouki, 2018; Habib and Ouki, 2021).
The analysis of the energy trilemma equilibria at the regional scale reveals important details
regarding the routes to secure and equitable energy systems. In the context of the Energy
Trilemma Index report 2021, all African nations continue to rank in the bottom half of ranking.
Although the lower starting points of some countries are reflected in their low rankings, African
nations are aiming at advancing their economies under the seventh Sustainable Development
Goal and the African Union 2063 vision while taking the threat of climate change into account
(Agenda 2063, 2021). Egypt ranks fifth in Africa for energy security, despite a decline in energy
security by more than 5% between 2000 and 2021. Algeria, Egypt, Morocco, and Tunisia were the
top performing African nations in terms of energy equity, with regards to better access to
power and eco-friendly cooking fuels. However, they still have more difficulties with
environmental sustainability (World Energy Council, 2021b).
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3. A close look at Egypt's energy sector:
Egypt is one of the major energy markets in
the MENA region and has a substantial
energy infrastructure, especially for natural
gas (Ouki, 2018). Under the three dimensions
of energy trilemma, Egypt’s Vision 2030
outlined the strategic objectives for the
energy sector, with a focus on renewable
energy, low-carbon hydrogen development,
and ambitions to become an LNG hub.
Regarding environmental sustainability,
natural gas is considered a "transition fuel" to
post-carbon age, a more environmentally
friendly, sustainable, and clean energy
supplier. For energy equity, North Africa
nations witnessed progress in electrification;
it has reached the point where greater than
94% of the population will have access to
electricity by 2019 (IEA, IRENA, UNSD,WB,
2019). Regarding energy security, Egypt's
governance of its natural gas resources
focused on expanding natural gas exploration
and production activities, and the
government facilitated the acquisition of
exploration & production contracts as well as
the repayment of obligations to international
oil companies. Due to the discovery of new
gas fields (such as Zohr, the West Nile Delta,
the Greater Nooros, and the Atoll fields),
Egypt was able to achieve natural gas selfsufficiency (El-Megharbel, 2015b; IRENA, 2018;
Habib and Ouki, 2021).

Parallel to Egypt’s energy trilemma equilibria, a review of Egypt's national strategies for
hydrogen, renewable energy, and natural gas is investigated in following subsections.
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3.1. An outline of Egypt's natural gas industry:
The rapid rise in domestic gas demand was one of the most urgent issues the Egyptian government
had to address in order to manage the country's energy sector and restore it for long-term
sustained development, despite the fact that Egypt is the third-largest natural gas producer in
Africa (Ayaburi, Sharma and Bazilian, 2021; BP p.l.c, 2021). For analysis of domestic gas consumption
as well as for creating a more thorough risk assessment and export strategy, improved predicted
gas demand is essential. More than ninety percentage of the nation's primary energy still comes
from fossil energies, particularly natural gas and oil industry, in spite of the government's purpose
to diversify the energy mix, as seen in the Fig.2.
Figure 2
The major sources of energy for Egypt

Source: EIA, 2021.

Through pipeline networks, natural gas in the form of LNG is
exported through the Arab Gas Pipeline, a natural gas pipeline built
in Egypt that links Israel, Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon. Although a
large portion of the world's LNG transit travels through the Suez
Canal in both directions, two LNG export pipelines exist in Egypt.
The Spanish-Egyptian Gas Company is responsible for managing
the LNG facility in Damietta, which functioned at less than full
capacity up until December 2012 when it was forced to close. After
additional discoveries, it was able to resume exporting. Near Idku
is another Egyptian LNG project that is a joint venture among
Shell, Petronas, EGAS, EGPC, and ENGIE (Solutions, 2016; US EIA,
2018; KEENAN, VINTER and COVINGTON’S, 2019).
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In the context of Egypt's ambition of becoming a hub for LNG, Fig.3 illustrates how Egypt's natural
gas supply and demand have fluctuated greatly within the previous ten years, leading to gas
shortages and an unsustainable reliance on gas imports.
Figure 3
Egypt's consumption & production of natural gas
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Egypt had to stop shipping gas after the unanticipated Arab Spring in 2011 and even start
importing it to deal with its inconsistent and insufficient supplies. 2015 witnessed Egypt’s
transition from being a significant natural gas exporter to an importer due to a decline in output
and asset depletion. After that, Egypt's management of its natural gas reserves concentrated on
enhancing natural gas extraction while also making it simpler to obtain exploration and production
permits and recoup arrears owed to international oil firms operating there. As a result, the nation
was able to find new gas fields, which allowed it to become NG independent (Ouki, 2018).
Regarding Egypt's significance as a critical natural gas trading hub and the advantages of its rapid
development of the new natural gas field, it is reported that Egypt's LNG cargoes have been
shipped to 10 places between 2016 and 2019.The top markets for LNG exports in Europe are Turkey,
Italy, Greece, and France which account for 40% of LNG exports by number of cargoes, while the
top customers in Asia are Singapore, Japan, South Korea, China, Pakistan, and India which account
for 60% of all exports (Adel. Mustafa A., 2020).
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3.2. An overview of Egypt’s renewable energies:
Egypt boasts a sizable number of future-proof renewable energy sources. Renewable energy
sources include biomass, wind, sun, hydroelectricity, and other forms of energy. Since 1970, the
Egyptian government has embraced the creation of the necessary programs and suitable
technologies to develop these resources in cooperation with multiple nations and international
organizations. An important milestone toward the development of renewable energy sources in
Egypt was the passing of Law 102 of 1986, which established the New and Renewable Energy
Authority (NREA). The authority first concentrated on solar and wind energy before expanding its
attention to biomass energy.
The diversification of energy sources and increased use of renewable energy are key components
of Egypt's electricity sector strategy. Additionally, the industrial sector is urged to produce and
localize renewable energy technology, and investors are encouraged to fund projects that produce
electricity from renewable sources. The nation's renewable energy policy intends to improve the
share of electricity produced by renewable sources to 42% in 2030. The majority of renewable
energy is planned to come from solar and wind energy, with nuclear energy making up 3% of the
total. According to the data, thermal plants will continue to account for the highest share at 55%
by 2035, as shown in Fig.4.
Figure 4
Egypt’s electricity production sources 2035

Solar cells
22%

Wind energy
14%
Hydropower 2%

Source: New and Renewable Energy Authority (NREA), Annual Report, 2020.
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According to Fig. (5), solar, wind, and hydropower are only a few of the renewable energy
sources with significant potential in Egypt. There are also unexplored geothermal and
biomass energies.
Figure 5
Egypt's renewable energy sources

Source: New and Renewable Energy Authority (NREA), Annual Report, 2020.
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3.3. Egypt’s hydrogen prospects:
Egypt is upgrading its Integrated Sustainable Energy Strategy (ISES) for the year 2040. As stated in
Table 1, Egypt has formed a rising gathering of prominent officials from relevant ministries to
provide some suggestions to national hydrogen initiatives.
Table 1
Egypt's initiatives of hydrogen blueprints
Time

Initiatives
 Letter of Intent (LoI) with the German company

The year of 2021

Siemens.



Egypt’s green hydrogen.



The proposals' financial and

 Egypt and Belgium's DEME struck a deal.

technological viability for

 Egypt received 6 proposals from 6 different

producing hydrogen in Egypt.

companies.
 Eni signed an MoU with EEHC and Egyptian Natural Gas
Holding Company (EGAS).
 Letter of intent was corroborative to a Memorandum

 Co-developing hydrogen-based
industry in Egypt with export
capabilities which includes the
creation of a trial project with an

of Understanding (MoU) with the Egyptian Electricity

electrolyzer capacity of 100 to

Holding Company (EEHC).

200 MW.

 The Red Sea city of Ain Sokhna will serve as the new
The year of 2022

Target

home of the Egyptian-Emirati corporation Fertiglobe
and the Norwegian renewable energy provider Scatec.
 The National Committee, in collaboration with the
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD), is in charge of developing the hydrogen
strategy.

 The shared expansion of green &
blue hydrogen assignments.
 Unveil its $40 billion hydrogen
strategy, which excludes plans for
a production capacity of 1.4
gigawatts by 2030.

Source: Esily, Chi, Ibrahiem and Chen, 2022.

As per the Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources, Egypt's steel, fertilizer, and petrochemical
industries use all of the hydrogen produced domestically. However, there is no information on
hydrogen production or use. Considering that the carbon intensity during the supply chain is not
under management, grey hydrogen is generated from natural gas. According to estimates, Egypt
currently uses 13% of the world's consumed hydrogen synthesis gas for household purposes.
Furthermore, given the current costs of producing various technologies of low-carbon hydrogen,
using eco-friendlier hydrogen production technologies, such as blue or green hydrogen, to
substitute Egypt's grey hydrogen production is not economically feasible (Habib and Ouki, 2021).
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4. Climate change challenges faced by Egypt's energy sector:
The current global deployment of renewables and
hydrogen techniques reflects the intention of
government agencies, regions, and expert
constituencies to seek to achieve the three
dimensions of energy trilemma equilibria and,
thus, tackle climate change and make the
transition to a decarbonization era (IRENA, 2018;
Ibrahiem, 2020; Esily, Chi, Ibrahiem and Chen,
2022). Egypt and other 194 parties vowed to keep
the rise in global temperatures to below 2 degrees
Celsius in the Paris Agreement; they are developing
countries that are thought to be affected by
climate change. These climate change challenges
have implications on Egypt’s energy industry;
therefore, we discuss Egypt’s energy subsector’s
issues in following sub sections.

4.1. Future projections for natural gas demand
in major markets:
The global natural gas map has changed
considerably over the last 15 years. Since the
United States of America became a net exporter as
a result of the "quiet revolution" in shale gas that is
currently taking place, natural gas prices have
decreased. European natural gas is threatened by
the quick growth of renewable energy sources and
green hydrogen technology (Commission, 2020).
The long-term trend for Asian markets is for
natural gas consumption to increase steadily (IEA,
2021a). The contracting of pipeline networks
connecting Russia, China, and Europe as well as the
surge in approved LNG export plans are other
factors contributing to the expanding dependence
on natural gas (Alvera, 2020).
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4.1.1. Egypt and Carbon-free Europe:
Because of the lack of proven reserves in
the region, Europe is a net importer of
natural gas. Power and heat generation, two
of the major markets for natural gas in
Europe, are being threatened by the quick
development of renewable energy sources.
One of the factors contributing to Europe's
declining natural gas consumption (between
2017 and 2040, the EU's main energy
consumption is expected to decrease by
13%) is the continent's uncompetitive
energy demand. However, the proportion of
natural gas imported into Europe is
expected to rise from 75% to 80% by 2025
(BP p.l.c, 2021).

The European Union's domestic gas

4.1.2. The probable exports of Egypt’s LNG to

production is declining; therefore,

Asian markets:

strategy's effectiveness in lowering
methane emissions related to natural gas

South Korea, China, Japan, and India are the

may be limited where one mass unit of

major energy consumers in the Asia Pacific

methane has global warming potential in

region. The projection differs significantly in

the atmosphere that is 28 times higher

scenarios where the decarbonization of the

than that of the same mass of CO2 over
100 years period (IPCC Panel, 2014). As a
result, it is possible that there will be an
increase in the use of LNG and natural gas
from other suppliers, as well as in the
verification of emissions from exporting
countries. In light of the European

power production system is taken into account.
The quantity of demand-side gas
decarbonization technologies utilized,
especially CCUS, will affect the proportion of
gas in the mix of fuels used for power
generation. However, natural gas is touted as

Union's strategy to manage methane

the region's way to decrease its dependency on

emissions, many scenarios for how the EU

coal while also lowering the cost of the energy

will combat methane emissions from

switch toward enhanced air quality and lower

exporting nations may have an influence

emissions of carbon (Siciliano et al., 2021).

on natural gas suppliers including Egypt.

Therefore, at an early project’s stage, initiatives
should start preparing for the decarbonization
future in term of standards and procedures.
The investigation indicates that Egypt's LNG
imports will encounter a considerable difficulty
if Europe decides to request emissions
verification from exporting states. Therefore,
the primary objective should be to maintain the
existing natural gas export shares in Asian
markets. Egyptian natural gas exports to Asian
nations, particularly China, South Korea, Japan,
and India, are very promising since their
markets have a sizable capacity to meet
expanding NG demand, energy consumption,
and the phase-out of coal (Esily, Chi, Ibrahiem
and Amer, 2022).
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4.2.2 Renewable energy development processes’ challenges in Egypt:
The lack of standards for operation and management is one technological problem because Egypt's
technology and investments in the solar energy sector are still in the experimental stage and have
not yet reached the point of mass production. Additionally, the industry of renewable energy
suffers from a lack of experienced people and effective storage solutions (Salah, Eltaweel and
Abeykoon, 2022).
Economic and political issues may prevent certain rural areas below the poverty line from
affording to buy pricey renewable energy. Small and medium-sized businesses find it challenging to
participate in the renewable energy market due to high payback rates and constantly high yearly
borrowing rates in the private sector. Politics can be linked to the absence of standardization and
the absence of a uniform regional regulatory framework (Salah, Eltaweel and Abeykoon, 2022).
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4.3. Egypt's hydrogen development procedures:
Egypt is facing many challenges related to both blue and green hydrogen technologies
procedures as summarized in Table 2 (Esily, Chi, Ibrahiem and Chen, 2022).
Table 2
Egypt's challenges in hydrogen blueprints

to power electrolyzers

Lack of water

Renewables are deployed

Issues

Elements of each issue

Electrolyzers would require 36 GW of concentrated
renewable energies capacity or greater accounting for
about 60% of Egypt's present total electricityproducing capacity.

Results
The process of stepping up to the gigawatt level
would certainly take significant time and money.
Therefore, overcoming this scaling-up challenge
will call for a progressive switch from blue to
green hydrogen.

Egypt is a country with a limited supply of fresh water
that mostly relies on the Nile River and receives less

Building saltwater desalination plants along the

than 80 millimeters of rain annually.

shore would be necessary, which could be

Seawater cannot be used directly since it can cause

challenging for businesses located inland.

corrosion and encourage the production of chlorine.

Hydrogen storage





Reduced hydrocarbon disciplines, salt caverns, and rock caverns for storing

According to Egypt's

hydrogen in a gaseous state; hydrogen could interact with material already

hydrogen

present in the repository and cause the emission of deadly gas or h2s minerals;

development

additionally, the most cost-effective option would be hydrocarbon fields, which

strategy, green

would be more expensive than blue hydrogen evolution.

hydrogen might be

The benchmark prices for hydrogen in its liquid state for ammonia and LOHCs

stored by producing

were $2.83 and $4.50, respectively, whereas the benchmark prices for

and storing green

hydrogen in its gaseous state for salt caverns and rock caverns were $0.23 and

ammonia.

transport

Hydrogen

$0.71, respectively.
Most hydrogen produced today is used locally, not far
from its source. Long-distance transport might be
necessary in the future if low-carbon hydrogen is used
more widely.

Financing

Egypt needs a substantial total electrolyzer capacity to
change its existing output of grey hydrogen into green
hydrogen. This could require a substantial investment of
between $11 billion and $29 billion, without including the
expense of developing a specialized renewable energy
capacity to deliver electricity to the electrolyzers.

The infrastructure of gas is being examined
to see if any of it may be used to transport
hydrogen.
A variety of regional and global companions
should work together; as well, productive
government aid initiatives are needed. It is
essential to note that the Egyptian fertilizer
firm MOPCO adopts strategies to construct a
carbon capture facility and use the captured
carbon to create urea.
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5. Conclusion and policy implications:
Globally, there have recently been several concerns regarding climate change. The three
components of the energy trilemma—energy security, environmental sustainability, and energy
equity—that evaluate the efficiency of energy supply networks can be utilized to develop national
energy strategies. In this regard, this research aims at highlighting the three dimensions of
energy trilemma and climate change considerations using Egypt as a case study. With a closer
look at Egypt's energy sector focusing on natural gas, renewables, and hydrogen technologies, as
well as climate change challenges faced by Egypt, these energy subsectors were investigated to
conduct many recommendations for policymakers.
In terms of the energy trilemma equilibria, policymakers who are involved in making both energy
security and equity decisions should focus on meeting demand by diversifying the energy mix to
include cost-competitive renewables and hydrogen technologies. For the environmental
dimension, natural gas is considered the best choice as a switch fuel to renewables and lowcarbon hydrogen.
On one hand, if Europe decides to demand emissions certification from exporting countries,
Egypt's LNG shipments may confront a significant impediment in the context of climate change
challenges relating to its LNG exports. Asian markets, on the other hand, have a significant ability
to handle the rising demand for natural gas, energy use, and the phase-out of coal. As a result,
Egyptian natural gas exports to Asia are looking very promising, especially to India, Japan, South
Korea, and China. Despite the prospect of strong competition and oversupply in Asian markets,
Egypt should maintain its accessibility to these markets and increase its natural gas export share
(Esily, Chi, Ibrahiem and Amer, 2022).
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In the frame of using renewable energy and addressing climate challenges in Egypt, there are
many recommendations. One recommendation is developing legislation that encourages
investment in the renewable energy sector and supports private sector investment in renewable
energy projects by offering readily available, low-interest financing to accelerate the transition to
renewable energy. Learning from international experience, Egypt might provide temporary
subsidies for solar energy, as in the case of Germany, which led to a rise in the use of solar roofs
and supported the use of solar air conditioning by the banking sector, as was done by the German
Development Bank (Matschoss et al., 2019).
Policymakers should take into consideration strengthening the nation while sustaining its
significant economic and political situation because it has grown to be one of the largest
economies in the MENA. Egypt has already made progress in reforming its economy by forging
tight links with its consumers, harnessing its natural gas resources, making wise investments, and
maintaining a long-term standpoint. It is important to highlight that Egypt has a substantial and
well-established network of natural gas pipelines, some of which might be converted to transport
hydrogen. However, this would necessitate a thorough analysis of the gas infrastructure to see if
any of it could be converted to transport hydrogen. Egypt should focus on switching LNG export
markets through the export of hydrogen while also taking into account the goals and strategies of
its likely clients in the marketplaces of both Asia and Europe especially after the Russia-Ukraine
war. A national strategy should be created based on greater investigation and study in the four
important areas: international significant knowledge, natural gas-derived blue hydrogen,
renewable energy-derived green hydrogen, and the world's energy viewpoint. Shortly to mid-term,
Egypt should focus on manufacturing blue hydrogen because it lacks the renewable energy
required to generate green hydrogen (Esily, Chi, Ibrahiem and Chen, 2022).
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Abstract
Pursuant to the completion of the Millennium Development Goals in 2015, Egypt has been
undertaking major holistic and structural reforms towards implementing its 2030 Strategic Vision
for sustainable development. Such reforms have effectively contributed to maintaining the stability
of the economy and the sustainability of its growth.
Although the term “circular economy” is rarely mentioned, the political and legislative frameworks
have also supported its activities in various forms. They emphasize the value of sustainable
development as a fundamental pillar for achieving prosperity and economic welfare, as well as
improving quality of life.
The Egyptian State strives to achieve economic development at all local and sectoral levels. It
endeavors to promote circular economy practices, in line with the global orientation towards
achieving sustainable economies objectives in regards to resources and low-carbon. In this context,
the "National Action Plan for Sustainable Consumption and Production", the "Sustainable and Green
Growth Strategy", as part of Egypt's Sustainable Competitiveness Strategy, the "National Solid
Waste Management Program (NSWMP)", the national initiatives and awareness of the importance
and value of the holistic concept of circular economy, such as: The Entrepreneurship Program and
the ILO-led Green Jobs Program; they all promote practices at the macroeconomic level for
transition towards a circular economy.
The circular economy model is not just limited to material resources, but it also supports the
transition to a zero-emission energy system, which is more in alignment with the natural system of
the planet.
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The model supports, as well, the transition towards sustainable economies through innovation and
technology, environmental protection through reduced overuse of resources, and reduction of
waste and the primary sources of energy, in line with the global orientation towards the fourth
industrial revolution, and the fourth agricultural revolution, in its description as climate-smart
agriculture. This model will payoff in accelerating the transition towards sustainable global
economic growth.
This study seeks to identify the components of the Egyptian economy in its transition towards
sustainable economies and the implications thereof on the environmental dimension. The objective
is to achieve the low carbon development goal, under the mitigation and adaptation programs of
the Global Climate Change Convention, and to maximize utilization or recycling of available
resources for transition towards the fourth industrial revolution.
The methodology adopted in this study is based on studying the applications and practices of the
circular economy in Egypt, collecting qualitative information from the official reports of various
competencies, and interviewing officials and experts in various sectors.
The study concludes that, over the past seven years, the Egyptian state has been able to diversify its
economic potentials and capabilities, support its future development priorities and plans in the
energy sector, and shift towards clean energy; being one of the most important pillars in the
economic sectors. The Egyptian state strives to be the world's leading nation in water recycling and
in maximizing its utilization for achieving food security. This is in addition to enhancing industrial
resources management through application of circular operations and practices for transition
towards sustainable economies.

Keywords: Circular Economy, Transition to Sustainable economies, Low Carbon Economy,
Circular Carbon Economy, Green Jobs, Circular Economy Approach, Circular Economy from a
Global Perspective.
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Introduction
Historically, the pillars of the global economic
system were based on the linear economy
model, which resulted in an unsustainable
pattern of production and consumption.
Although this model contributed to achieving
prosperity based on economies of scale, it was
associated with unsustainable practices,
especially when disposing of waste; where it is
returned to the surrounding environment. This
poses a serious threat to the environment and
its natural components as well as the depletion
of resources.
Today, the world is facing a crucial
“environmental and biological” challenge. Some
drastic changes will be necessary to reduce
waste production and greenhouse gas
emissions. In 1950, the world population was
around 2.6 billion, and in October 2011 it
reached 7 billion, with projections to become
9.7 billion by 2050, with an expected increase in
emerging markets to improve quality of life.

Accordingly, the Egyptian State is working on
achieving its development goals in accordance
with an all-inclusive vision for a "sustainable,
safe and competitive energy supply", within the
framework of three pillars: Climate change
challenges; energy supply safety and efficiency;
multifaceted competitiveness. The model's
practices and applications have resulted in its
concilidation with other branches of the
economy, such as the sharing economy, wherein

The United Nations Environment Program

some countries have linked the system,

(UNEP) seeks to accelerate the transition to

characterised by multiplicity and diversity of

greener, more inclusive economies and

relationships, among all parties to encourage

sustainable production and consumption

environmentally friendly investments, through

patterns through four key components:

financing mechanisms such as green bonds. The

Redesigning supply chains; innovation and

involved parties include the business

technology development; change in consumer

community, consumers, local government units,

behavior; policies and regulations that enable

or the knowledge economy in the field of

these changes. The program also seeks to

innovations for renewable and less polluting

support public and private sectors' capacities,

energy systems, as well as designing circular

provide policy advice to countries and facilitate

operations in various production or service

knowledge-sharing.

sectors, or the green economy.
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The importance of the study: The study highlights the worthwhile efforts of the Egyptian State
towards achieving economic development, at all local and sectoral levels, to preserve the
environment and rationalize the use of natural resources and energy. This comes within the
framework of the rapid transition towards sustainable economies.
The study aims to changing our managerial style of resources, utilizing and managing waste, and
constantly keeping pace with technical developments in the various fields relative to the transition
towards sustainable economies. This goes along with diversifying the economy, improving
performance, and increasing investment in recycling and utilization operations. The Egyptian
practices in the priority sectors indicate a growing recognition and a qualitative shift towards the
circular economy in the following areas: the water resources sector, the establishment of
sustainable and integrated urban communities, the implementation of renewable energy projects,
and green economy projects, among others.
The study seeks to answer a key question; “is the circular economy a viable economic system
compatible with sustainable development in Egypt?” The questions of the study can be formulated
as follows:
What is the concept
of circular economy?

How far does Egypt apply
circular economy models?

How far does circular economy
contribute to low-carbon development?

To achieve its aim, the study was divided into
four sections, as following:
First: The conceptual framework of the circular
economy
Second: Applications of the circular economy in
Egypt for transition towards sustainable
economies
Third: Contribution of the circular economy to
promoting low carbon development
Fourth: Findings and recommendations
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First: The conceptual framework of the circular economy (CE)
The concept of the circular economy (CE) has deeply rooted origins. From the late 1970s and early
1980s, its actual practices made it a viable model for application, and incorporated it into modern
economic systems and industrial operations. Germany is one of the first countries to endorse
circular processes under a long-standing cradle-to-cradle concept.1
The concept of the circular economy model is based on establishing a regenerative reforming
economy based on achieving resource efficiency, without being just limited to the material
dimension, and to be commensurate with the achievement of environmental, economic, and social
benefits, rather than the current economic model, which is based on a “cradle to grave”2 (CG)
pattern. In this pattern of “extraction – production – consumption – disposal” raw materials are
extracted, and energy and labor are used to manufacture a specific product, and it is then sold to
the end consumer. After the product is no more in use, it is thrown into waste. This pattern has
continued from the beginning of industrial revolution until today, and there has been no radical
change. In 1989, this proposition was initially adopted by David Pierce and Kerry Termes in a book
entitled “The Economics of Natural Resources and the Environment”.3 The circular operations in
the economy seek to rebuild capital through recycling of products, components, and used raw
materials to ensure the continuous flow of technical and biological materials.4
Over the past century, economic growth has been supported by lower prices of resources
compared to higher labor costs. Due to the abundance of raw materials with the development of
machinery used in the manufacturing operations as an alternative to the increasing number of
labors in the production components, the use of multiple energy sources, especially the low-cost,
has increased to achieve economic efficiency.5

Resources

Products

Waste

The philosophy of the Circular Compass Design (CCD) behind this concept is based on considering
the re-use of all the materials to feed the manufacturing and commercial processes. They are
inherently two categories: technical and biological. The frameworks of the of cradle-to- cradle (CC)
concept is based on this design to achieve effective and efficient management of resources, thus
contributing to the positive impact of the products and reducing the negative trade impacts.
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The Definition of Circular Economy
The circular economy (CE) is a “holistic approach” that seeks to achieve economic development at
all levels. Also, it is a paradigm shift in the national economic system “from the traditional linear
model concept to the newly developed circular model concept in economic processes with a
pluralistic holistic level”. It contributes to promoting the longest use of products, returning them
to the biosphere and restoring natural capital. It aims to achieve zero waste and preserve resource
value. Thus, it contributes to improving resource efficiency, material productivity, achieving
community well-being, creating job opportunities, and providing environmental sustainability. Also,
it contributes to shifting to low-carbon economic development at all national development sectors.
The following are the most prominent definitions:
Environmental Impact Assessment: The European Environment Agency (EEA) defines the circular
economy as one that provides opportunities to create well-being, growth, and jobs while reducing
environmental pressures. The concept can be applied to all types of natural resources including
biotic and abiotic materials, water, and land. This definition focuses on welfare, growth,
environmental pressure, and all kinds of natural resources such as biotic and abiotic materials,
water, and land.6
Ghisellini, et al., (2016) define the circular economy as the radical reconfiguration of all processes
across the life cycle of products by effective actors, who have the ability not only to achieve
material or energy recovery, but also to improve the entire living and economic model. It is noted
that this definition refers to products reconfiguration, innovation, materials or energy recovery,
improvement of livelihood, and economic model, as a whole.7
Heck (2006) defines the use of sustainable energy as crucial in a circular economy. Also, the
transition to a circular economy requires facing challenges such as creating sustainable energy
supplies, and taking decisive measures in many other areas, like agriculture, water, soil, and
biodiversity. Thus, this definition talks about sustainable energy and its use and addressing other
environmental issues, such as agriculture, water, soil, and biodiversity.8
The concept of the circular economy is not only limited to manufacturing, but it extends to all
production and service sectors within the production operations. Also, it is a new perspective based
on material-human re-investment through innovation, development and design. It considers the
requirements of population growth and transition towards sustainable economies. The future of
the planet certainly depends on the shift from a linear economy to a circular low-carbon economy,
and that the carbon cycle is closely related to global economic development and growth, where
energy and food resources are needed.
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Figure

1

The circular economy model

Raw material
Recycling

Design

Waste

Production
Remanufacturing

Collection

Consumption
use and reuse

Distribution

Source: Nordic-Ecolabel www.nordic-ecolabel.org/why-choose-ecolabelling/circular-economy/

The circular economy model is flexible; it involves re-customization of products, less exposure to
energy risks, and it maximizes utilization of biotic and abiotic resources. In 2021, The United Nations
Climate Change Conference (COP26) emphasized that the countries need to achieve the “low
carbon economies” goal to address climate change. Prior to 1860, the amounts of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere were moderate with the carbon quantities in the earth’s surface and atmosphere
at a natural equilibrium point. The large quantities of carbon emission into the atmosphere
resulted in an imbalance in the cycle of the Earth's natural systems, high temperature and
subsequently global warming.

Second: Circular Economy Applications in Egypt For Transition to Sustainable Economies
Egypt is one of the first countries in the world to apply circular operations practices, with
46 facilities registered before 1960, operating in the fields of collecting, treating, and recycling.
Later, recycling operations were developed and expanded, and the number of establishments
operating in this activity reached 5,992 until 2017. In the last three years, the number increased by
131% in average over the period 2010-2014, and by 131% in average over period 2000-2014. This
signals an upward trend in the expansion of circular processes of various sectors in the economy.
According to waste management schemes, recyclable materials in the industrial sector constitute
24.3%, while recyclable organic materials in the agricultural sector account for 43.5%, with a total
of 67.8% in the two sectors.9
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Table

1

Number of enterprises per year of economic activity commendement
Economic
activity
Collection, treatment,
and recycling waste

Total
The year of starting the activity
number of
establishments Before 1960 1960-1970 1980-1990 2000-2005 2010 2015 2016 2017
5,992

46

205

867

2,637

1,224 329

437

247

Source: Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics, Fifth Economic Volume, 2018.10

The fields, activities, and reuse and recycling operations have diversified to include plastic, glass,
paper, cardboard, metal cups, and household oils, among others. This is in addition to the leftovers
of the agricultural sector; vegetables, animals, poultry, and fishery, and their multiple uses that
include for example: production of natural fertilizers “composting”, fodder, biomass. Currently, the
circular economy activities include all economic development sectors at the level of both public
and private investments.

1

The Direct Performance Of A Circular Economy

The circular economy has contributed to diversification of investments activities and operations
“collect, treat and recycle”. The Ministry of Environment owns 51 recycling plants in 2020
distributed on different governorates and operating on a BOT “Build - Operate – Transfer” system.
Table

2

Number of processing and recycling plants
Year
Number of plants

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

63

63

63

49

49

52

51

Source: The Information and Decision Support Center affiliated to the Egyptian Cabinet, Contemporary Economic
Perspectives, 2022.

The Waste Management and Treatment Act was enacted in 2019,
by virtue o f which, the Ministry of Local Development is mandated
to invest in the areas of infrastructure of waste management all
over the governorates. Some “projects are still under
implementation” within the framework of the National Solid Waste
Management Plan. That means that there are government
investments in infrastructure alongside the private investments in
order to share benefits. The private sector "paid-up and invested"
capital vary between small, medium, and large capital enterprises.
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Table

3

Number of enterprises according to invested capital categories
Invested capital (EGP 000's)

Economic
activity

Total number
of enterprises

< 100

- 100

- 500

- 1000

- 5000

+ 10000

Waste collection,
treatment and
recycling

5,992

3,561

2,053

236

126

5

11

Source: Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics, Fifth Economic Census "latest statistics", 2018.

In the employment sector, the circular economy contributed to providing “permanent and
temporary” jobs estimated at 37,237 in 2017, disaggregated by the following gender: (males 89.2%,
females 16.8%). While employment has been distributed according to profession as follows:
(Owners and employees 82.4%, managers, technicians, supervisors, and administrators 17.6%).
4

Table

Labor distribution per profession and gender in waste collection, treatment and recycling
Owners and
employees

Specialists and
Technicians

Managers

Administrators &
Clerks

Supervisors

Males

Females

Males

Females

Males

Females

Males

Females

Males

Females

6,295

338

220

0

337

0

432

4

393

30

Source: Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics, Fifth Economic Volume, 2018.

Finally, considering distribution of employment according to the educational stage, we find that
(uneducated "illiterates" account for 26.14%, while those who read and write are 31.8%, which is
the largest percentage over all educational stages, education below the average is 17.64%, and the
stage of intermediate education is 24.3%).
Table

5

Labour distribution per educational stage and gender in waste collection, treatment and recycling
Economic
Acitivity
Waste collection,
treatment and
recycling

Total number
of enterprises

Illiterate

Can read and
write

Below
intermediate

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

6,298

1,919

7,825

2,181

4,411

1,137

7,019

644

5,992

Source: Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics, Fifth Economic Volume, 2018.
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In the economic feasibility field, we find that in Egypt, the circular economy activities “collection,
processing, and recycling” have commodity requirements “main and auxiliary raw materials, fuel
and its derivatives, electricity by 83.81%, and service requirements “operation and maintenance
requirements, research and experiments, rental costs of machinery, equipment and means,
Transportation advertising costs by 3.94%, and finally other expenses like real estate and land
rents and borrowing interests by 12.26%.
Table

6

expenses in the collection, treatment, and recycling of waste (EGP 000's)
commodity supplies

service supplies

Other expenses

Total

Value

percentage

Value

percentage

Value

percentage

Value

percentage

4792944

83.81

225124

3.94

700882

12.26

5718951

100

Source: Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics, Fifth Economic volume, 2018.

In addition to the participation of Egypt's circular economy in the foreign trade sector through the
recovery of natural "mineral" resources represented in "iron - aluminum - copper - lead - zinc",
which is considered the most effective in implementing reuse and recycling activities, whether at
the level of industrial processes or in international trade movement "exports and imports", in
addition to waste paper, cardboard and other resources.
Table

7

exports and imports of raw materials for circular operations during 2015 - 2020 (000's)
International trade

Currency

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

US $

28699

35183

45557

33489

26762

25219

EGP

216966

552377

813649

534491

434076

394935

US $

1155

916

1328

1733

1721

1556

EGP

8731

14381

23718

27658

27914

24366

Exports

Imports

Source: The Egyptian Organisation for Export and Import Control, 2018.

The most prominent trading partners during 2015‒2021 in the field of exports are (Italy, India,
Turkey, Belgium, Poland, Saudi Arabia, the Netherlands, Britain and Northern Ireland, Singapore,
Federal Germany), while (Spain, Australia, Federal Germany, Italy, Britain and Northern Ireland,
Belgium, Turkey, Russia, Finland, South Korea, the Netherlands), are in the field of imports.
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The water resources sector receives great attention on the national policy priorities, which has had
a great impact on the recycling operations. Egypt plans to provide for its water needs through two
axes. The first relates to 20 billion m3 water recycling through five recycling stages with the latest
technologies. The second pertains to importing 34 billion m3 of water from abroad in the form of
food products. The number of wastewater treatment plants has increased during 2015‒2020, by
123.8%, being 338 and 480 plants in 2015 and 2020, respectively. Safely managed sanitation
percentage was 65% to enhance the efficiency of reuse and recycling. The plan is to use this water
in cultivating agricultural crops over 670,000 feddans in North Sinai and West Delta.
Table

8

Number of wastewater treatment plants in Egypt (2014-2020)

2014/2015

2015/2016

2016/2017

2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

391

388

416

432

412

421

Source: The Information and Decision Support Center affiliated to Egyptian Cabinet,
Contemporary Economic Perspectives, 2022.
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2

Indirect performance of the circular economy

The Ministry of Environment is undertaking environmental projects according to its medium-term
goals, which will raise awareness of the importance of the various uses of waste, especially the
agricultural to mitigate methane emissions. It launched the “Bioenergy Project for Sustainable
Rural Development” funded in cooperation with the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP)
and the Global Environment Facility (GEF). Under this project, the Small and Medium Enterprises
Development Agency finances the construction of home biogas units by 60% of the unit cost in the
form of a low-interest loan, 40% of which is provided as a support grant. The number of home
biogas units that were built during 2021 with a volume of 3 m3 were 1,690 units.
Rice straw recycling and conversion from agricultural waste into fertilizers, fodder, and other uses
during 2015-2019, with government investments is estimated at EGP 300 million: In 2020, rice straw
has shifted from eco-burden waste to a valuable commodity that generates suitable income for
farmers in addition to its multiple uses. This contributed to achieving economic cycles with an
estimated return of about EGP 1 billion, and the project contributed to providing 26,000 direct and
indirect jobs during the crop season.
The year 2020 witnessed the signing of a document for the establishment of a medium-density
MDF wood plant from rice straw in cooperation between the Petrojet Holding Company, owned by
the Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources, and the German company SIDPEC. The capital of
the project is estimated at EUR 210 million, and the Federation of Egyptian Banks contributes by
funding EUR 152 million "Egyptian investments." The production capacity of the plant is estimated
at EUR 205 thousand m3 per year. It targets exporting 50% of its production and creating 2,000
jobs to Egyptians.
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Third: The Circular Economy to Promote Low-Carbon
Development
The underpinnings of a circular economy also improve quality of life,
reduce pollution, provide more food, and prevent biodiversity losses
and ecosystem degradation. The Global Strategy for Sustainable
Development aims that the circular economy will contribute to 50%
reduction in CO2 emissions. According to the World Economic Forum,
it is expected that the circular economy will realize economic
benefits amounting to US$ 4.5 trillion by 2030, with an estimated
8.6% achievement in circular economic practices at the global level,11
and reduction in the cost of the health and food system by about
USD 550 billion.
The global trend towards the fourth industrial revolution will make
the circular economy model the main driver for achieving the global
principle of “Product Extended Liability” through the multiple life
cycles of the manufactured products and the used resources and
connecting the digital data flow to the flow of physical materials, so that it captures the data flow
resulting from the life cycle of the product “source of materials", and how to assemble them in a
product, product status and ownership during use” by providing products with a digital passport
that accompanies the product along the chain. Then we enter the product’s passport data into the
Internet of Materials (IoM), which is part of the Internet of Things (IoT); a decentralized system
that connects data on products and materials through a unified communication protocol. Not only
that, but the industrial revolution will contribute to finding solutions to some challenges, such as:
inefficient screening, and waste reverse logistics, through smart robots that work on sensor
technology and artificial intelligence to improve the heterogeneous waste sorting process, which
will revolutionize waste sorting.
The pillars of a low-carbon economy are based on the four components of a circular economy
“reduce, reuse, recycle, remove”. This term was first mentioned in an official report by the British
Ministry of Trade and Industry in 2003. It aims to reduce energy consumption, reduce the degree
of pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. This term has become the most used in global
conferences on climate change; due to its advantages represented in: (protecting biodiversity and
livelihoods and alleviating poverty, creating jobs and improving incomes, enhancing corporate
competitiveness and promoting investment, effective use of environmentally friendly goods and
services, and improving public health by reducing pollutants and chemicals).
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Egypt's global ranking in the field of clean energy
Egypt is one of the countries in the world where coal
production is not available. Coal participation in
electricity production for 2021 is zero%, and clean
energy production as a percentage of the total
electricity production is 11%.
Table 9
Global classification of clean energy for 2021
Indicator

Egypt

The percentage of clean energy production
from total electricity production

11%

The percentage of coal energy production from
total electricity production

0%

Carbon emission intensity from electricity
production

463.2 g CO2eq/kWh

Source: EMBER database, (Accessed: July 15, 2022).

Volume of energy sector consumption and production according to its various sources and uses
The energy sector refers to the various uses of energy in the fields of petroleum, electricity,
industry, among others. The year 2015 is the base year for the launch of Vision 2030, so that the
efforts of the Egyptian state towards transition towards low- carbon economies can be identified.
Table 10
Production and consumption of the energy sector in Egypt
Indicator
Share of fossil fuel consumption12 in total energy sector in 2014

Egypt
97.9%

Percentage of alternative energy and nuclear energy13 consumption in total energy use in 2014

1.5%

Share of renewable energy and combustible waste14 in total energy consumption for 2015

2.3%

Percentage of renewable electricity production in total electricity production for 2015

8.26%

Percentage of renewable energy consumption in total final energy consumption for 2015

5.12%

Source: World Bank – Data.Worldbank.org/Indicato, (Accessed: July 15, 2022).
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Energy and the Sustainable Development Goals
For the transition to sustainable economies, the Global Agenda for Sustainable Development
included its seventh goal of energy and affordable energy. Egypt has realized an achievement in the
percentage of the population that has access 100% in light of the Egyptian State’s policies and plans
to achieve universal provision of electricity for all the inhabitants. Egypt has also made progress in
the percentage of the population with clean fuel and cooking technology by 97.6%, in 2016.
Table 11
Clean and affordable energy during 2015-2018
Indicator

2015

2016

2017

2018

Percentage of the population with access to electricity

99.3%

100%

100%

100%

Proportion of population with access to clean fuels and cooking
technology

97.3%

97.6%

ـــــــــــ

ــــــــــــــ

1.2%

1.26%

1.24%

1.21%

CO2 emissions from fuel combustion for electricity and heating
per total electricity production (MtCO₂/TWh)15
Source: Sustainable Development Report Online Database “Latest Data”.

Trilemma Energy Index
This indicator refers to an assessment of the
sustainability of national energy policies, and
of countries' capacity to provide sustainable
energy through three dimensions (energy
safety16 – energy equality- accessibility and
affordability,17 environmental sustainability18).
It is also a measure of overall performance
rating in achieving a sustainable mix of
policies, and the letter “A” indicates that it is
the best performance in the quality of country
management according to this indicator. This
indicator is produced by the World Energy
Council (WEC).19
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Table 12
Ranking of countries in the Trilemma Energy Index 2021
Indicator
Trilemma Score (ranges between 0-100 score)
Trilemma Rank (out of 127 countries)

Egypt
62.6
54

Balance Grade – as per the following indicators

BBD

Energy Security

57.6

Energy Storage

85.9

Environmental Sustainability

51.3

Source: Indicator produced by the World Energy Council, WEC, (Accessed: June 15, 2022).

Green Economy Index
This indicator serves as a tool of transition towards green projects based on the sustainable
development methodology and the circular economy principles. Therefore, this indicator is one
of the key tools towards accelerating the transition to a circular economy in all economic
sectors of the country. It presents the sustainability performance of the country across 18 subindicators, using 2005 as the base year for 160 countries.20 It addresses the following four
dimensions: The first dimension is climate change and social justice and includes (GHG/GDP
emissions; GHG/per capita; income equality; gender equality in the workplace). The second
dimension is the decarbonization sector, which includes (buildings; electricity; manufacturing
and construction; transport; waste and resource efficiency). The third dimension is markets and
investment, which includes (attraction to green investment; green innovation; gender equality in
governance). The fourth dimension is environmental health, and it includes (agriculture; air
quality; biodiversity; forests; oceans; water stress). Green investments have reached 40% of
public investments until 2022, and they will reach 50% by 2025 in green economy and
environmental sustainability projects.
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Table 13
Egypt in the green economy (GGEI) Index for 2022
Index global ranking for 2022 results (out
52
of 160 countries)
Index global score for 2022 results
0.357
(ranges between 0-1 score)
Source: Global Green Economy Index (April, 2022 update),

Knowledge Economy Index (KEI)
The Knowledge Economic Index (KEI) reflects the
nature of the relationship between knowledge and
development, and it is one of the tools for moving
towards the fourth Industrial Revolution. National
efforts have materialized in registration of about 1,717
patents over the last three years 2018-2021,
supporting 267 new technology exporters, and
implementing 32 technology incubators. Public
investments in industry amounted to almost 175%
compared with the previous three years, which reflect
on achieving a resilient and sustainable economy.
Table 14
Knowledge Economy (KEI) Index for 2021
Indicator
Global ranking (out of 154 countries)
Index global score for Egypt (ranges
between 0-100 score)
Source: Global Knowledge Economy Index (2021).
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Egypt
53
52.3
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Fourthly :Findings and Recommendations

Findings
The study found the existence of circular economy applications in Egypt, commensurate with the
country's move towards the global goal of "sustainable economies", low-carbon development, and
their implications for the sustainable use of natural, material and environmental resources. This
is in keeping with the global aspirations for 2030 Vision, the vision and strategy of the Global
Convention on Biological Diversity 2050 under the theme “Living in Harmony with Nature”, and
the Global Convention on Climate Change 2050. The world is currently accelerating transition
towards a circular economy in order to reduce resources depletion, mitigate climate change,
shift towards a sustainable industrial model, strengthen the degree of interdependence between
information technology and the circular economy, and move towards boosting the applications
of the fourth revolution in the industrial, agricultural fields, smart cities, among other fields, and
accordingly their implications for the environment in its holistic sense.
Since 2015, the Egyptian state has been dedicating its efforts seeking to place the environmental
dimension at the top of economic and social development priorities. It has extended the
outreach of its humongous efforts to the regional, continental and global levels. In this context,
for example: Hosting conferences of African ministers of the environment over two consecutive
years, hosting the World Conference on Biological Diversity, and currently hosting the World
Conference on Climate Change under the geopolitical, environmental and economic challenges
posed by the global arena.
Over the past 7 years, Egypt has achieved a shift towards clean energy in order to boost lowcarbon economies and invest in green projects in a systematic manner, with short, medium and
long-term returns. Not only that, but Egypt's goal by 2025 is to be the leading country to recycle
water and maximize its utilization in order to achieve food and water security. The construction
sector has contributed to transformation of residential cities into fourth-generation cities,
thanks to public and private investments. Likewise, the energy sector has a mandate to become a
global logistic hub for exporting clean energy worldwide. The waste sector has also undertaken
its role in shaping visions, formulating policies, and promulgating the necessary laws and
legislation. In addition, public and private investments in infrastructure, technology and
productivity aim to achieve not only the "Zero Waste" goal nationwide, but also the global goals
of “Planet Health and Ecosystem". This is in addition to increasing societal awareness of the value
of things, the importance of their well utilization and management for the wellfare of society.
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Recommendations
The Egyptian state can utilize its current potentials of circular economy practices, similar to the
European Union 2015 Circular Economy Action Plan achievements. This is deemed necessity for
moving to a more efficient circular economy, realizing climate targets, and building a resilient
economy, which necessitates collaboration of all actors; policy makers, manufacturers, financing
institutions, NGOs, societal awareness, scientific and technological institutions. In this regard, it is
recommended to consolidate the concepts and activities of the circular economy; enhance
orientation of the worthiness and importance of societal awareness of sustainable production and
consumption patterns; disseminate circular economy practices at the local level (big companies,
and small, medium and micro enterprises); integrate the informal economy into the formal
economy; multi-dimensional monitoring and control over "health and environment" with relevance
to production; manufacturing and workers in this field; the establishment of an institutional entity
comprising all scientific and operational fields and disciplines from the various development and
economic sectors of the country; following up and issuing periodic reports to measure progress in
transition to sustainable economies; develop performance benchmarks and indicators; fully
operationalize the Waste Management Regulation Law No. 202 of 2020; attract investments; create
new jobs such as green jobs; and substantiate and strengthen cooperation protocols with donors in
order to transfer expertise and technology in various sectors. All these recommendations will
reflect on the environmental dimension and contribute to implementation of the objectives of the
National Climate Change Strategy 2050, which are substantially based on achieving low-carbon
development and reducing global warming.
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Abstract:
The excessive exploitation of natural resources with its huge adverse impact on the environment
has led to the climate change. Hence, the need for green and sustainable buildings has emerged as
an essential mechanism for adaptation to the climate change and mitigation of carbon emissions
from the buildings throughout their life cycle. Buildings consume a lot of raw materials and
produce massive solid residues annually that from construction, occupancy, operations, or
demolition, especially the construction of building envelopes. The research tackles the problem of
inefficient utilization of non-renewable natural resources, and the low-efficiency buildings’ design.
The inefficient design has led to construction of buildings that adversely affect users' health, and
increase energy consumption for the purpose of interior thermal comfort. The research seeks to
identify ways of achieving the sustainability of building envelopes' materials as a mechanism to
promote sustainable green constructions in view of Egypt's Sustainable Development Strategy (SDS
2030). The research is based on studying the mechanisms followed by the SDS 2030 for
sustainability of green building patterns, and refuting the building materials sustainability criteria
that rely on the Egyptian Green Pyramid Rating System (GPRS) pattern. The study concludes that
sustainable green buildings designs, no matter the techniques used, are divided into two main
patterns: negative design and positive design. The green building pattern consists of several key
components: legislative, institutional, technical, economic, social and environmental. The program
to achieve the spread of green and sustainable building patterns was not included in the strategy
implementation phases until 2030. To conclude, the study highlights the important role of the State
in encouraging and obligating a shift from traditional building patterns to green sustainable
buildings, the need to activate green construction pattern in the Unified Building Code, and the
importance of linking it to the Egyptian GPRS.

Keywords: Building Envelopes, Green Buildings, Climate Change, Green Pyramid Rating System,
Building Materials.
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Introduction:
According to the World Bank, some 4.4 billion people are living in cities in 2022; i.e. 56% of the
world’s population. Since urban population is increasing to more than double by 2050, nearly 7 out
of 10 people will be living in cities; accounting for almost 78% of energy consumption and about 70%
of carbon emissions, which is curbing sustainable development.1
The World Cities Report 2020 indicates that most of the global Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) related to cities focus on communities rather than processes. The means to implement the
eleventh goal of making cities sustainable are extremely restrictive, as the objectives of this goal do
not cover the means of implementation required to achieve sustainable urbanization, and likewise
the means of implementing the targets related to cities (water, energy, manufacturing and climate
change) do not cover some of the cities’ basic requirements.2
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With the global orientation towards achieving the SDGs, Egypt launched in 2016 the Sustainable
Development Strategy, (SDS); Egypt Vision 2030, which included ten axes. The current study
focuses on the tenth axis concerning urban development. Also, in view of the global strategy for
housing, the Arab strategy for housing and sustainable urban development 2030, SDS 2030, and the
Egyptian housing strategy 2020 were developed, and their housing policies were divided into four
main axes. The current study focuses on the fourth axis in respect of achieving sustainable housing
through some of the mechanisms described in Appendix (2).3
In light of the global orientation towards climate action, the need has emerged for transforming
buildings to be sustainable and more resilient. In 2020, the building and construction sector
accounts for 38% of total global CO2 emissions that pertains to energy and processes,4 and it
consumes nearly 55% of the global electricity consumption. In Egypt, it also produces massive solid
waste annually, specifically in installation of building envelopes; the percentage of building
materials in landfills almost reached 9%.5

Building envelopes are the crusts directly
exposed to the external environment,
represented in roofs, external walls, insulating
materials, window and door frames. The extent of their
interaction with climatic factors affects the indoor
thermal environment of the buildings and their energy
consumption. Buildings consume many resources and
produce waste from construction, occupancy,
operation and destruction, in addition to CO2 emissions,
and high consumption of energy. Nonetheless, the
building and construction sector has not been
considered a prerequisite for moving to green
economy.
This research tackles the problem of the low efficient and
less rationalized use of materials and energy in buildings,
their interaction with climatic factors, and degraded quality
of the internal environment of the buildings. By turn, this
adversely impacts occupants’ health, the environment, the
rights of future generations, and causes unclear vision of the
means and criteria for green sustainable construction.
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Therefore, the key objective of the research is to study and identify the
means of achieving the sustainability of building envelope materials as a
mechanism to promote the spread of sustainable green construction in
view of Egypt's SDS 2030. It is divided into a number of sub-goals such
as orientation of sustainable green construction patterns; clarification
of the sustainable green building system, and the progressive
advancement of Egypt SDS 2030 in regard to the spread of sustainable
green building patterns. To reach its objectives, the study adopted the
descriptive inductive approach

Literature Review
The study of (An analytical study of residential building sustainability assessment systems) aimed
to analyze the building sustainability evaluation systems to show how far they achieved the balance
between environmental, economic, and socio-cultural sustainability elements, which are the real
concept of sustainability. The study was based on analysis of some international and Arab
assessment systems of residential buildings to stand on how far they realized the concept of real
sustainability. It reached the conclusion that most of the assessment systems did not achieve the
required balance among the sustainability elements. The study classified the assessment systems
into first-generation systems: The Japanese LEED and CASBEE, the Australian Green Star, the UAE
Code for Sustainable Home (CHS) and (ESTIDAMA), and the Egyptian Green Pyramid Rating System
(GPRS), which focus more on the environmental aspects, whereas the second-generation systems
"Sustainable Building Evaluation Systems" achieve a balance among the sustainability elements,
including the German evaluation system (DGNB).6 The study titled, “Employing the vocabulary of
climatic treatments for traditional and contemporary architecture to achieve the principles of
green architecture in Egypt”, aimed to monitor and classify the concepts of traditional
environmental treatments and their development according to their functions, and evolution from
the traditional form to the technological form of contemporary architecture. He analyzed several
contemporary examples of designs belonging to the traditional architecture. The results of the
study showed that green architecture, as one of the most important modern trends, is a concept in
traditional architecture that goes back to ancient times, and that traditional treatments are the
origin of most modern technologies. The study also showed that the elements that succeeded in
achieving good levels of ventilation, cooling and heating relied on the traditional treatments,
besides the modern technologies that employ highly efficient control systems in order to reduce
losses in cooling and heating loads, maintain full control by using solar panels and aluminum
reflective surfaces, vertical and horizontal moving breakers, solar and wind energy through
photovoltaic systems, and thus reduce energy consumption.
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The study concluded that good design of sustainable green architecture is viable
through integration of the principles of traditional architecture with modern
technology systems and means, for the sake of green local architecture.7
In addition, the study titled, “Effectiveness of high energy efficiency to minimize
energy consumption for residential buildings in Egypt”, evaluated the energy
performance of residential buildings in Egypt using different roofing techniques:
cold roof, green roof, insulated roof, and phase change material (PCM) roof, which
can lead to different roof solutions for optimal energy performance. The study was
based on a comparison of energy performance by using different surface
technologies. The results of the study concluded that the fusion of surfaces with
PCM is the best solution for the building envelopes. It is highly effective in cooling
and energy saving when employed on the roof of residential buildings in Egypt, and
it can reduce electricity consumption and enhance interior comfort.8
In addition, Gouda in his study (Improving the environmental performance of the
building through nature simulation - an applied study on social housing in Nasser
City, West Assiut - Egypt) studied the strategies of plants adaptation to the
environment, especially the cactus, to extract these strategies, apply them to the
chosen model (Nasser City, west of Assiut), and then evaluate the thermal
performance of the building after the simulation process. The study aimed to
reach a strategy to improve the environmental performance of buildings,
especially in hot regions, by simulating biological adaptation systems to the
environment. The objective is to reduce heat load inside building spaces, by
applying the direct nature simulation approach on cactus plants. The results of the
study showed that the application of appropriate nature simulation (biomimicry)
on buildings helps in studying and treating the elements of the entire building, and
thus reducing the percentage of thermal loads and energy consumption.9
A study, titled “Analytical study of the causes of material waste in implementing
the construction envelopes in Egypt”, identified the main and sub-causes and
effects of wasting the building envelopes materials in Egypt, in order to avoid that
and to reduce construction waste within the Egyptian building and construction
sector. Their study adopted the analytical methodology, and concluded that good
understanding and management of expectations across all the implementation
stages of building envelopes, and life cycle (designer, executor, beneficiary) can
reduce waste of materials.10
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Egypt Sustainable Development Strategy (SDS 2030)11
The International Committee formed by the United Nations in 1987, known as the "Brundtland
Commission", for the study of environment and development issues, defined Sustainable
Development as “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.12
The Sustainable Development Strategy (SDS 2030), represented an essential station in the
comprehensive development process in Egypt. It is an affirmation of the commitment of the
economic system to a geographically, sectorally and environmentally balanced growth. Hence, the
strategic development is centered on three key dimensions that include the economic, social and
environmental dimensions. The study focuses on the tenth axis, which is urban development.
With the high population and construction densities and depletion of the urban space, which led to
degradation of the urban environment, environmental pollution, decreasing green spaces and an
increasing CO2 emissions, the State has begun to undertake the necessary measures for moving out
of the narrow-populated space to new urban communities. The strategic vision for this axis has
crystallized in the achievement of three key objectives. The focus of this research is related to the
first and second objectives; they are increasing the inhabited area commensurate with the
availability of resources and the size and distribution of population, and upgrading the quality of
the urban environment.
The challenges of achieving the desired urban development goals were represented in the
provision of enormous financial resources, which requires the development of new financing
mechanisms and encouraging the participation of the local and regional private sector. Moreover,
the legislative framework governing Egypt’s urban development system is not in keeping with the
desired development, particularly with regard to the Unified Building Law No. 119 of 2008, Planning
Law No. 70 of 1973, the Local Administration Law No. 43 of 1979 and the Real Estate Finance Law.
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The challenges were classified into three main groups arranged according to priorities and relative
easy control. The challenges of green construction and building materials were found in the second
and third groups. Some of the challenges were represented in the lack of incentive policies for green
and sustainable construction, and inadequacy of planning new urban communities with their own
environmental considerations, such as desert climate, weak legislation and executive mechanisms
that foster private sector’s commitment to the technical specifications in urban planning,
uncertainty about the ability to utilize resources in new areas, and weak construction and domestic
operational capacity. These lead to a higher cost represented in an increasing reliance on nondomestic services and materials.
The strategy included several programs for urban development until 2030. The study focused on the
program “Achieving the spread of green and sustainable building patterns”, outlined in Appendix 1,
as a mechanism for solving some urban development challenges and realizing buildings’ resilience
and sustainability in adapting to climate change and mitigating its impacts.

Sustainable Green Building Patterns and Systems
According to the Environmental Sustainability Standards Manual, green buildings are eco-friendly.
They are highly efficient in the use of natural resources, and in the consumption of energy, water and
resource in general, thus availing a healthy and safe environment for users.13 Sustainable green
building patterns are divided into two main designs; negative design and positive design.14 It is
possible to follow either or combine both to achieve the desired goal.
Negative design means reducing

Figure

building loads by employing

Climate design: Building direction and its effect on wind
movement

environmental policies in

1

construction and design through
adopting construction systems and
use of domestic natural building
materials for the building
envelopes; exploitation of natural
ventilation and lighting; increasing
green areas and afforestation,
building direction and shaping as
shown in Figure (1); and observing
the ratios of openings to the walls.

Source: Hamed, Sameh Mohamed. (2019). Green architecture energy and
environmental sustainability, Al-Azhar University Journal, Engineering
Department,14(50): 425.
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Active design is the design and use of energy-saving building systems and control standards
through using low-energy materials; avoiding excessive use of steel, glass and aluminum; and
implementing mechanical and electrical systems that take advantage of renewable energies, such
as solar and wind energy, smart devices to prevent waste and improve lighting technologies.
As for the green and sustainable building system, Figure No. (2) outlines the aspects of the
sustainable green building system. The legislative side consists of relevant legislation and codes, 15
including the Egyptian Constitution, wherein Article 32 stipulates on the preservation of natural
resources, the observance of future generations’ rights, and the Unified Building Law No. 119 of
2008. Despite of issuing some sustainability codes by virtue of the ministerial decree of the
Minister of Housing, Utilities and Urban Communities, there is not a binding law on green building.
These codes include the Egyptian code no. 190 of 2009 for improving the efficient utilization of
energy in buildings, code No. 440 of 2017 for recycling and reusing various solid waste in
construction, and the smart cities code for the year 2020 applied by the National Housing and
Building Research Center (HBRC).16
Figure 2
Sustainable Building System

Legislative aspect
Institutional aspect
Technical aspect
Economic aspect
Social aspect
Environmental aspect
Interconnection (economic,
environmental, and social)

Source: By the researcher.
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It was possible to account for some of the institutional side of the establishments responsible for
the sustainable green construction, including the Ministry of Housing, Utilities and Urban
Communities, and its affiliates. The mandate of the Ministry includes drawing up housing policies, 17
studying and preparing urban development plans and programs, setting standards in the field of
housing, terms of designing and execution of construction and building, and the National Housing
and Building Research Center (HBRC).18 This Center is a government institute for scientific research
affiliated with the Ministry of Housing. Its responsibilities include issuing building codes and
technical specifications, and organizing specialized training courses for engineers and scientists
from the building and construction sector.
The non-governmental organizations include the Egyptian Green Building Council Egypt (GBC).19 It
is a non-profit organization established in 2012, under the provisions of the laws of the Arab
Republic of Egypt. It is also an emerging member of the World Green Building Council (WGBC),
mandated with supporting Egypt’s 2030 Vision of sustainability, and establishing a local
classification system “Tarsheed”.
In regard to the technical aspect,20 it is responsible for the green and sustainable building
assessment systems, and is defined as a set of indicators for the elements of environmental
sustainability adopted by each assessment system separately, the most important of which globally
includes the British BREEAM system; the first green accreditation system that was launched in
1990. It is followed by the Code for Sustainable Home (CHS), launched in 2007, and the Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) issued by the US Green Building Council (USGBC) in
1998.
These systems are the first assessment generation that are based on the "green building approach"
criteria. They are from the second generation assessment systems that are based on the "life cycle
assessment approach": the German Sustainable Building Council (DGNB), and from the first
generation Arab assessment systems: the ESTIDAMA system, issued by the United Arab Emirates in
2010, and the Egyptian National Green Pyramid Rating System (GPRS), under which, and in
partnership with the Egyptian Council for Green Architecture, the National Center for Housing and
Building Research issued the first version in 2011,21 on which the current study focuses.

Another local assessment system is (Tarsheed), launched in 2015 by the
Egyptian Green Building Council (EGBC), in conformity with the global standards set by
the World Green Building Council (WGBC). In 2018, it was developed to include the NetZero Waste policy.22
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Referring to the terms of the Egyptian Green Pyramid Rating System (GPRS) for environmental
sustainability in buildings, as shown in Table (1), the classification is made as follows:23 If the project
obtains less than 40 points, it is not approved; from 40 to 49 points, the building receives a GPRS
certificate; from 50 to 59 points, it gets the silver pyramid; from 60 to 79 points, it gets the golden
pyramid. From 80 points and above, the building gets the green pyramid rating, which is the highest.
Table 1
Building evaluation terms per the Egyptian (GPRS)
Green pyramid categories

Relative weight (2011 version)

Site sustainability

15%

Energy efficiency

25%

Water efficiency

30%

Materials and resources

10%

Quality of internal environment

10%

Administration

10%

Extra innovation

Bonus points

Source: The green building assessment system (2011): The National Center for Housing and Building Research in Egypt.

For the objectives of this research, the focus will be on the item of materials and resources because
of its impact on achieving energy efficiency and the quality of the interior environment and
preserving the environment’s natural resources. The item includes sub-criteria as shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Building evaluation standards per the Egyptian (GPRS): The item of materials and resources
The Item

Points

Make a table of the main materials used in the project

Mandatory

Present exposure of building occupants to hazardous toxic substances such as asbestos

Mandatory

Reduce environmental impact of transportation via regionally purchasing materials (local
materials)

3

Use of manufactured and ready-made solutions of building materials on site

1

Use of renewable sources of materials

3

Re-use of materials

3

Use of recycled materials

4

Use lightweight materials

1

Use high-durability materials

1

Use a prefabricated building elements

3

Analysis of ICC life cost cycle of project materials

1

Total Points
Source: The green building assessment system (2011), the National Center for Housing and Building Research.
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As for the economic aspect of the system, the sustainability of the materials positively impacts the
economic aspect. By using local materials, the cost of materials transport from farther destinations
is reduced, and the use of recycled and reused materials saves the cost of purchasing new materials;
throughout the long-life cycle of the building, economic resources are extracted from the leftover
waste. They are used by industry or reused as building materials, which is beneficial instead of
harmful emissions resulting from waste and its negative effects on the environment, society and
thus the economy. This results in a sustainable consumption behavior, and the analysis of the life
cycle cost of materials (LCC) helps choose the lowest cost alternative.
As for the social aspect, green buildings contribute to improving the quality of the interior
environment of the building through good thermal performance by using materials that are
climatically appropriate for the building site. In addition, the use of local materials contributes to
preserving the architectural character of each area. This generates a sense of belonging and spatial
connection. The negative design enables optimal utilization of renewable natural resources,
including natural lighting and ventilation. This realizes health and psychological comfort for the
user, and preserves the rights of future generations to meet their needs.

Green buildings also contribute to preserving the environmental aspect
and protecting the natural environment from emissions resulting from
either transportation or construction and demolition waste, or generated
throughout the life cycle of the building from the high energy
consumption, as a result of low quality of the interior environment. It
rationalizes the use of non-renewable natural resources, and increases
the buildings resilience and
adaptability to climate changes.
The benefits of applying green
building standards in Egypt
are:24 Saving about 30% of the
cost of the housing sector as a
result of improving lighting and
controlling energy and water
leakage; as well as reducing the
consumption of electricity by
66%, and water
by 64%.
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Building Envelope Materials
Building materials can be divided according to their physical properties, as follows:25
Metals from ferrous and non-ferrous metals, such as aluminum, and manufactured materials such
as glass; natural materials such as wood; and composite materials such as cement. According to the
most common traditional method of construction, which is concrete structures, the basic
structural materials are (concrete, rebar, and bricks, including cement and clay bricks). These
materials have a negative environmental impact according to the method of manufacturing.
As for sustainable alternatives, they include natural resources. Figure (3) shows the concentration
of industries’ raw materials around industrial development zone projects according to Egypt’s 2030
Vision. Among these raw materials are building materials (gypsum, sand, and clay), and stone
materials (limestone, gravel, marble and granite).26
Figure 3
Geographical distribution and percentage of industrial raw materials concentration (building materials,
stone materials) according to Egypt 2030 Vision
Affiliation

Affiliation

Ministry of Trade and
Industry

Ministry of trade and
Industry

Industrial Development
Authority

Industrial Development
Authority

Stone material

building materials waste

Constriction material

Stone materials

Source: Khader, Yasser Mohamed Abbas. (2019). Assiut University Journal of Environmental Research,22: 90.
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Natural resources are among the elements of industrial development, and spatial development as
well, which are roads, new and existing urban communities, and energy sources.27 Thus, the
interrelationship between industry and construction is noted. Figure No. (4) shows the use of
limestone in Egypt in ancient civilizations.
Figure

4

The use of limestone in the wall of Magra Al euyun

Source: Cairo construction hub, "PM inspects development work in Magra El-Oyoun Fence and Eyen Al-Sera Lake." Accessed at:
November 3, 2022.

The EDGE User Guide, launched by the International Finance Corporation (IFC), indicates that
construction and building materials are not fully included, in order to meet the safety
considerations of the structural design.28 While the Egyptian (GPRS) refers to some requirements
regarding the percentage of recycled and reused materials out of the total percentage of the same
material used in the building; for example, the green pyramid stipulates that the percentage of
reused materials should not be less than 25% of the total percentage of the project materials, and
the local should not be less than 50 % of the total value of project materials.29 This is in addition to
employing the vocabulary of traditional architecture in technologicalways,30 such as automatically
using moving sunlight breakers to protect from sunlight, and automatically opening windows
according to the direction of the sun as needed, as shown in Figures (5) and (6).
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Figure

5

Using sunlight breakers on windows

Source: Jacoby, M. “The future of low-cost solar cells.” Chemical & Engineering News Magazine, May 2, 2016.

Figure

6

The barometric design of the Al Bahar Towers in Abu Dhabi; technologically simulating the Mashrabiya
technologically

Source: Tallman, E. "Reflecting on Energy-efficient Building".
E- magazine. January 8, 2020.
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Source: Tallman, E. "Reflecting on Energy-efficient Building".
E- magazine. January 8, 2020.

Conclusion
In light of the current climate crisis, the global need for green
transformation to reach low-carbon economies has
crystallized. As the construction sector is one that consumes
energy and resources, in addition to its significant contribution
to global carbon emissions, it was necessary to switch to green
building patterns because of their resilience and effective
impact on CO2 mitigation and adaptation to climate change.
Therefore, the study relied on a review of literature to reach
sustainable alternatives for building envelopes materials, in
addition to studying the mechanisms and the implementation
stages of Egypt’s Sustainable Development Strategy (SDS
2030) program, the Egyptian Housing Strategy 2020, and the
criteria for achieving building sustainability in accordance with
the Egyptian classification system of Green Building Rating
(GPRS), as well as the user guide of EDGE (IFC, WBG, 2021). This
is to clarify the ways to achieve green construction in Egypt,
and the progressive advancement of Egypt's Vision 2030
towards achieving the spread of this type of construction.

The study found many directions as an attempt to reconcile the built and natural ecosystems, and
to reduce the negative impacts of the construction process. These directions vary according to the
climatic region, in which the building is located. The study also showed that green building
patterns, no matter how many techniques adopted, are divided into two main types: the negative
design strategy and the positive design strategy. In addition, the importance of good governance
during the life cycle of the building is emphasized, as it effectively impacts the efficiency of
resource, energy consumption, and the utilization of harmful wastes and their transformation into
a valuable and benefiting resource.
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From the foregoing, the research paper reached a number of results as follows:

 The Unified Building Law No. 119 of 2008 , which clarifies the criteria and ways to achieve the
Egyptian Green Pyramid Rating System (GPRS), is not binding to follow green and sustainable
building patterns. Despite the issuance of some codes related to building sustainability and waste
management, these codes do not address the design stage, but concentrate on the operation
stage.

 According to the urban development programs and the schedule of implementation stages until
2030 in Egypt's sustainable development strategy (SDS), as shown in Appendix (1), the program for
achieving the spread of green building patterns is not included in the schedule of implementation
stages until 2030. Also, the mechanisms for achieving housing policies in the Egyptian Housing
Strategy 2020, particularly relevant to the fourth pillar, as shown in Appendix (2), deals with
achieving sustainability at the urban level and not at the architectural level, which is concerned
with achieving the sustainability of buildings. From the above, it was possible to conclude that in
the context of achieving the spread of green and sustainable building patterns, Egypt’s SDS 2030
does not take clear steps towards achieving the spread of this construction pattern.

According to the above, the study recommends the following:

 Giving attention to the design stage by choosing the appropriate building materials according to
the climatic region, and to related scientific researches such as: Biopolymers as a sustainable
alternative to building envelopes.

 The use of limestone as a substitute for bricks. It is a geographically dispersed natural resource in
Egypt, and is a good heat insulator, along with less environmentally polluting brick types, including
pink sandy bricks that are made by heating only, and white lime bricks.

 The use of recycled and reused materials, as indicated by the Egyptian (GPRS), in the materials and
resources criteria clause, necessitates activating green building in view of the Unified Building Law
and shows the importance of linking it to the Egyptian (GPRS), as well as the need for coordination
between the construction and building sector with the rest of the sectors, especially with the
residues department. This contributes to achieving the standard of using recycled and reused
materials, as well as coordinating with the industry sector, especially in view of the orientation
towards localizing industries. This is envisioned to enhance the spread of green building patterns
through using locally available materials, besides reducing imports and activating industries along
with reducing carbon emissions and costs.
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Appendix No. (1)
Achieving the spread of green and sustainable building
patterns as part of the urban development programs until
2030 :
Program description: This program aims at integrating the
preservation of the environment in urban development by following
green building patterns, which is one of the most important pillars
of sustainable development. It aims at implementing the program
during the period (2025-2030). This program is considered to be of
medium cost.
Key elements of the Program:

 Develop comparative studies to determine the optimal route for
suitable green construction for different new development areas
whether in the architectural, structural or used raw materials.

 Develop building codes and legislative framework for the
legalization and implementation of non-traditional green and
sustainable building practices.

 Develop a mechanism and specific criteria to assess the
comprehensive environmental impacts of institutions and
implement a program to develop the technical capabilities of
human cadres specialized in reviewing architectural and
construction plans and supervising the implementation of the
environmental impact assessment of the institution.

 Pass a law that includes binding standards for companies
ensuring that these constructions are sustainable and ecofriendly.

 Develop incentive policies to direct the private sector to invest in
green and sustainable construction (support programs, tax relief,
and others).
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Table

1

Urban development programs implementation stages until 2030






Reform of the institutional structure and governance of the urban development planning
and management system.
Linking a comprehensive investment plan with the National Urban Plan 2052.
Activating the role of localities in implementing and managing urban plans.
Replacing and renewing basic utility networks and expanding the supply of facilities to new
development areas.
Reducing encroachments and encroachments on the existing construction.
Combating the phenomenon of slums and unsafe areas.
Achieving a balance between supply and demand in the housing sector.
Increasing the construction capacity in the new urban communities.

Second Stage
2021 -2025







Activating the role of localities in implementing and managing urban plans.
Combating the phenomenon of slums and unsafe areas.
Increasing the construction capacity in the new urban communities.
Stimulating population settlement in new development areas.
Increasing the carrying capacity and the quality of mass transportation in cities.

Third Stage
2026 -2030




Combating the phenomenon of slums and unsafe areas.
Achieving a balance between supply and demand in the housing sector






First Stage
2016-2020

Appendix No. (2):
Mechanisms for implementing the fourth axis of housing policies in the Egyptian Housing Strategy 2020.
Table 2
Mechanisms, Plans, And Procedures for Implementing Housing Policies in Achieving the Goals of
Residential Areas and Sustainable Housing

Achieving participation and
empowerment
principle

Achieving social justice
principle

Policy
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Interventions/Procedures

Area

Time
line

Interventions
type

Duty bearers

Review urban planning
guides to emphasize
principles of sustainability
and innovation

All new and
existing
housing areas

Medium
term

Technical and
urban

Establish regulations to
deliver justice in obtaining
suitable housing at an
affordable cost

All new and
existing
housing areas

Medium
term

Financial,
legal and
urban

Conduct meetings between
community leaders and civil
society institutions and
among the experts in the
city’s council

All new and
existing
housing areas

Short
term

Financial and
procedural

Ministry of Housing,
Utilities, and Urban
Communities and NGOs

Support local youth councils
and
similar entities & encourage
their
establishment

All new and
existing
housing
areas

Medium
term

Financial and
procedural

Ministry of Housing,
Utilities, and Urban
Communities and NGOs
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Ministry of Housing,
Utilities, and Urban
Communities, General
Organization of Physical
Planning
Ministry of Housing,
Utilities, and Urban
Communities and NGOs

Innovation in Housing

Raise economic
efficiency of low income
housing

Achieving participation and
empowerment
principle

Policy

Interventions/Procedures

Area

Give opportunities for
residents to participate
in the maintenance of
their residential
community, including
maintenance of buildings
and open spaces, in
exchange for usufruct.

All new and
existing
housing
areas

Activate the law
regulating real estate
development

Ministry of
Housing,
Utilities,
and Urban
Communities

Develop incentives and
facilitations for using
alternatives to reduce
energy consumption
Encouraging walking and
using bicycles for
commuting by providing
places and paths for
bicycles and pedestrians
Develop the local
economy to provide
employment
opportunities and raise
economic efficiency in
low-income housing
levels
Establish a housing and
innovative design unit or
develop the housing
research sector as a
center for exchanging
information on
innovation in housing
projects, especially the
affordable housing
Study and analysis of
innovative options for
planning, financing,
designing, implementing
and maintaining the
residential sector especially affordable
units- through various
methods such as
consultative sessions or
competitions nationwide

Time
line

Interventions
type

Duty bearers

Financial and
procedural

Ministry of Housing, Utilities,
and Urban Communities and
NGOs.

Financial and
procedural

Ministry of Housing, Utilities,
and Urban Communities and
affiliated entities

Financial and
procedural

Ministry of Housing, Utilities,
and Urban Communities and
NGOs

Financial and
procedural

Ministry of Housing, Utilities
and Urban Communities, NGOs

Medium
term

Financial and
procedural

Ministry of Housing, Utilities,
and Urban Communities and
NGOs

Urgent

Procedural,
administrative,
financial and
urban

Ministry of Housing, Utilities
and Urban Communities, with
support from universities, the
Housing and Building National
Research Center, and
international bodies

Short
term

Procedural,
administrative,
financial and
urban

The innovative design unit of
the Ministry of Housing,
Utilities and Urban
Communities, in addition to
the housing directorates of
the governorates.

Medium
term

Short
term

All new and
existing
housing areas

Medium

All new and
existing
housing areas

Medium

All new and
existing
housing areas

All new
housing areas

All new
housing areas

term

term
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Policy

Interventions/Procedur
es
Communicate and
exploit innovation
outputs from the
curriculum of
architecture
departments,
especially for national
housing programs

Innovation in Housing

Implement innovative
designs in the social
housing program and
other government
housing programs on
an experimental basis
Evaluate the success of
short-term actions and
modify innovation
initiatives

Provide & avail community-sensitive
housing

Achieve sustainable
urban formations

Seek to expand the
adoption of innovative
solutions that have
proven to be
successful
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Audit the business
manuals of
development and
physical schemes to
ensure the
achievement of the
principle of integration
of uses
Integrate the use of
open spaces in
residential areas for
economic and social
activities when
preparing detailed
plans

Area

All new
housing
projects

All new
housing
projects

All new
housing
projects
All new
housing
projects

Interventions
type

Duty bearers

Administrativ
e, financial
and social

Ministry of Housing, Utilities,
and Urban Communities with
University departments

Medium
term

Administrativ
e, financial,
urban and
social

Mortgage Finance Fund,
governorates, New Urban
Communities Authority, and
housing institutions in rural
areas.

Medium
term

Administrativ
e, financial
and urban

Ministry of Housing, Utilities
and Urban Communities and its
affiliated innovative design
unit.

Administrativ
e, financial
and urban

Ministry of Housing, Utilities
and Urban Communities,
General Organization of
Physical Planning, governorates
and a new national housing
authority.

Time line

Short term

Medium
term

All new
housing
projects

Medium
term

Administrativ
e, financial
and urban

Ministry of Housing, Utilities
and Urban Communities and
New Urban Communities
Authority

All new
housing
projects

Medium
term

Administrativ
e, financial
and urban

Ministry of Housing, Utilities
and Urban Communities and
New Urban Communities
Authority

Ministry of Housing, Utilities
and Urban Communities, New
Urban Communities Authority
and governorates

Ministry of Housing, Utilities
and Urban Communities, New
Urban Communities Authority,
governorates and the private
and academic sectors

Include a study of local
needs and social
requirements within
the design studies

All new
housing
projects

Short term

Administrativ
e, urban and
social

Promote the
implementation of
appropriate designs
for the community's
privacy and conduct
post-housing social
studies

All new
housing
projects

Short and
medium
terms

Administrativ
e, urban and
social
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Contributions
A wide range of academics, experts, and practitioners in different disciplines are needed to analyze the
repercussions of climate change and put forward courses of action to address them. Thus, the editorial
board of "Climate Prospects" welcomes all valuable contributions made to relevant topics, covering the
following categories:
Category I: Policy-oriented Papers

 Applied research, based on applied scientific analytical foundations and supported by domestic and
international evidence, experience, and expertise to provide the decision-maker with applicable views,
initiatives and measures. This enriches the State's efforts in various aspects of development.

 Such papers should focus on the decision-maker's agenda and present valuable results that contribute to
policy development. It should begin with a problem and analyze its dimensions in order to introduce
alternative initiatives and policies to address it for submission before the decision-maker to choose.

 All research papers are subject to scientific review by two specialized referees. They are determined
according to the nature of the research subject matter. The personality of both the author(s) and the
referee is obscured to preserve the principle of confidentiality and ensure impartiality.

 For guidance, content is usually segmented into 3 - 4 subsections, other than the introduction and
summary section and the recommendations section:

 The introduction contains a definition of the problem/issue of concern posed by the paper, presenting
the main definitions used by the author briefly. They are followed by the structure of the
paper/questions and the research methodology.

 A section is to be allocated to analyzing the dimensions of the issue of concern based on quantitative or
qualitative methods, corroborated by the most important evidence and data. Then, results are
presented and interpreted. The results of comparative analyses can be utilized.

 A bulk of the content is to be allocated to proposing policy alternatives/possible pathways to deal with
the problem/issue of concern while starting a dialogue on them. The supporting grounds for both
applied and research literature should be highlighted.

 The paper concludes with a final section to review its main findings and recommendations.
 A separate section should not be devoted to the presentation of literature or details of definitions and
terminology, but —instead— the said can be referred to —briefly— within the paper, provided that one
provides a solid addition to the content.

 The research paper’s range is 3500-5000 words without margins and references in either Arabic or English,
taking into account proper linguistic norms, and that the content should be logical, clear and concise.

 Content could be reinforced with illustrative tools as an addition to its scientific value, including tables,
charts, and effective illustrations, taking into account the guidelines to be outlined later.
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 In case of reliance on analytical models, emphasis is placed on their logic, findings, and significance,
provided that the technical details of the model are mentioned in a technical appendix.

 The author(s) should take into account the attachment of an abstract in Arabic and English, each of
which is 250 words.
Category II: Opinion Articles

 The opinion article presents an added value to the issue it addresses and a different view of what is
known with informed ideas and visions that can be used by the decision-maker.

 It is of an applied research nature, focusing primarily on presenting a major problem, analyzing it
according to the author's point of view while supporting it with evidence and information.

 It ranges between 1600-2000 words without the margins and references in either Arabic or English,
taking into account proper linguistic norms and that the content is logical, clear, and concise.

 For guidance, content is usually divided into 3-4 subsections other than the introduction; their content
must be balanced in a logical sequence, with the article ending with a concluding paragraph (In
conclusion, …).

 To attract the reader's attention, the article can start by a key question, a brief story, or a saying,
provided that it is in harmony with the content.
Category III: Climate Narratives

 These narratives seek to present pioneering local, regional, and international experiences in climate
action and coping with extreme weather phenomena to shed light on them and conclude lessons that
inspire decision-makers.

 Climate narratives can cover the experiences of countries; regions; cities; governments; public or private
institutions; or initiatives, programs, and projects. It can be formulated according to business narratives
methodology.

 It should be an applied article, analyzing the experience according to the author's point of view. It should
be supported with evidence and information.

 It ranges between 1600-2000 words without the margins and references, in either Arabic or English,
taking into account proper linguistic norms, and that the content is logical, clear, and concise.
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 For guidance, content is usually divided into 3-4 subsections other than the introduction; their content must
be balanced in a logical sequence, with the article ending with a concluding paragraph (In conclusion, …).

 To attract the reader's attention, the article can start by a key question, a brief story, or a saying, provided
that it is in harmony with the content.

Category IV: Report/Research Review

 It aims at utilizing the vast stock of knowledge available in all regions of the world in English, including
studies, applied research, and international reports. It should offer an added value to the decision-maker.

 The review ranges between 1600-2000 words in Arabic, taking into account proper linguistic norms and that
the content is logical, clear, and concise.

 For guidance, content is usually divided into 3-4 subsections other than the introduction; their content must
be balanced in a logical sequence, with the article ending with a concluding paragraph (In conclusion, …).

 To attract the reader's attention, the article can start by a key question, a brief story, or a saying, provided
it is in harmony with the content.
It should be noted that each issue of Climate Prospects comes in two separate parts:
Part I: Refined research in Arabic, opinion articles in Arabic and English, climate narratives, and research
review.
Part II: Reviewed research in English.

Methodology
 For all categories, the author(s) should send a proposal for the desired contribution to the Journal, within
250 words, with a brief biography to (CJ@idsc.net.eg). The nature and title of the research should be
mentioned.

 The team examines the proposals made and expresses their opinion on them. The author(s) is addressed
whether the proposed topic is acceptable, acceptable but needs modifications with clarification, or
rejected.

 If the proposal is accepted, the author(s) will finalize the work and send via e-mail with an electronic copy of
the sources on which it is based. This is in addition to completing the author's acknowledgement form that
the content has never been published before and that it has not been submitted for publication at the
present time.

 The team reviews the content sent and the rate of plagiarism is checked to ensure that it does not exceed
10%. The author is informed whether the content is definitively acceptable, acceptable but needs
modifications with clarification, or rejected.
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 After receiving the edited version of the content, the team will review and confirm its quality. In the case
of applied research, the scientific review will be conducted until reaching the final edition.

 The Journal’ team then proceeds with editing and graphic designing. The team reserves the right to edit
the content provided according to the requirements of publication without prejudice to the text and the
general idea.

 IDSC publishes and distributes the Journal’ paper and electronic versions —according to internal working
policies— through different channels and means it deems appropriate.
In any event, a number of objective criteria are relied upon in evaluating the contributions nominated for
publication in the Journal, the foremost of which are:

 The importance of the topic for decision-makers, its added value, and the applicable knowledge, ideas,
and measures that can be adopted to enhance development efforts.

 Adherence to the scientific methodology of academic writing in research and the scientific
documentation of sources and references.

 Consistency and logic of used data, goals and hypotheses, accuracy and objectivity, and quality of content
and ideas.

 The clarity, accuracy, and integrity of the language used in writing.
 Organization of the overall format of the paper's content and use of explicit tools (tables, graphs and
illustrations).

General Rules of Writing
Basic Data: The title is mentioned on the first page with the full name of the author(s), job title, and the
employer in Arabic and English, except for non-Arabic-speaking participants.
Dedication: If a person is thanked, it is mentioned in a margin on the first page, with triple name and job
title, and the contribution to which he is thanked is briefly mentioned (no more than 40 words).
References: References are documented in the content without margins with all sources mentioned at the
end of the research according to the Chicago Manual Style. They should be arranged alphabetically in Arabic
first and then in English.
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Terminology, Abbreviations and Symbols: When technical terms are first mentioned in the content in Arabic,
the Arabic term is mentioned immediately followed by the term in English and its abbreviation in
parentheses. The term is then used in Arabic only.
If the content is in English, the term is first given in full, followed by the abbreviation in parentheses, with the
abbreviation later used.
Please avoid using terminology abbreviations in the heading or sub-headings with research inputs, as well as
in table headings, graphic and illustrative formats.
Page Format:

 Write in the MS Word file on the A4 page, with margins of 3 cm in all sides.
 Use size 16 Sakkal Magalla font for headings and subtitles, size 14 for metallic, with lines spacing 1.2 cm.
 Numbering starts from the title page.
Coordination of Graphic and Illustrative Formats:

 They are created within the content; they should not be imported from other programs such as
PowerPoint or Excel and should not be added as a photo.

 All information should be mentioned on the graph or the illustrative form, including its number, the title
at the top, the measurement unit, and any notes on the data and the source at the bottom in Sakkal
Magalla font size 12.

 The graph or illustrative form is included after it is referred to in the content. No form may precede the
pertaining content, and it shall be also numbered.

 In the charts, two-dimensional (2D) shapes are relied upon; three-dimensional (3D) shapes should be
avoided. The type of chart should suit the target data displayed.
Table Coordination:

 They are created within the context and not added as a photo, bearing in mind that the number of their
lines is suitable for presentation. In the case of long detailed tables, they can be mentioned in a statistical
appendix.

 All the information about the table should be added including its number, its title at the top, the
measurement unit, any notes on the data, and the source at the bottom, in a Sakkal Magalla font size 12.

 The table is included after being referred to in the context. No table may precede the pertaining content,
and it should be also numbered.
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